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ABSTRACT
Snow is unstable under natural environmental conditions; it undergoes
metamorphism that can be measurable with an energy flux model. The demand for snow
research is increasing due to its importance for maintaining Earth’s energy balance and
hydrological applications. Snow metamorphism is a process of transformation of snow
particles with an expense of surface free energy. Very few studies have been completed
on snow metamorphism in grassland, cropland and barren surfaces that needs farther
investigation. In this study, an attempt was made to measure winter snow metamorphism
with physical based model and detecting snow metamorphism by using hyperspectral
imaging spectroradiameter in grassland, cropland and barren surfaces.
The questions proposed in this research were: Can snow metamorphism be
estimated from a ground based investigation using physical properties of snow across
cropland, grassland and barren surface? Do the characteristics of snow metamorphism
vary between cropland, grassland and barren surface? Can ground based hyperspectral
imaging detect differences in snow metamorphism characteristics between cropland,
grassland and barren surface?
The instruments used to collect field data on snow physical properties in this
research were ASD FieldSpec 3 Spectroradiometer, Fluke 561 IR Thermometer, gridded
mesh cards of various size, ruler, portable weighing scale, graduated measuring cylinder
and magnifying glass respectively. The study indicated that by considering physical
properties of snow such as, snow grain size; snow surface temperature; snow depth and
snow volume coupled with meteorological parameters like, wind speed; air temperature;

atmospheric pressure and temperature at dew point derived from weather station on
different days at specific time period used in an energy flux model, it is possible to
measure snow metamorphism across cropland, grassland and barren surfaces. The results
further showed that snow metamorphism characteristics such as: estimated amounts of
snowmelt and snow grain size varied during different field days in different land types
which indicate an increase – decrease in snowpack cold content respectively. Mean
estimated amounts of snowmelt in grassland, cropland and barren surface found were
0.065 mm/day, 0.066 mm/day and 0.061 mm/day respectively. Diverse weather
phenomenon altered the characteristics of snow metamorphism in different land types
observed from this study. Results of statistical analysis with different methods showed
there was no significant difference in the amounts of snowmelt between three different
land types under study.
Reflectance of snow from hyperspectral imaging device showed difference in
spectral signatures from different land types for different snow grain size on particular
field day in specific time. After comparing all the snow reflectance spectra from three
land types, the grassland showed the highest snow reflectance followed by cropland and
barren surface which had the lowest snow reflectance according to different grain size on
particular field day during specific time. Beside this, when PCA was applied to the
combined datasets collected during different dates with ASD FIeldSpec 3
spectroradiometer it revealed components 1 and 2 with the following hyperspectral bands
with component loading > 0.9: 1014.5, 1024.5, 1034.5 and 355, 356, 374.5 and 394.5 nm

at wavelength range between 350nm – 1039nm bands were important for identifying
snow metamorphism characteristics .
Additional instances of snow metamorphism were observed from this study such
as, icy structures in three different land classes on a particular day with varied amounts of
snowmelt and grain sizes that require further investigation. During icy condition the
estimated amounts of snowmelt found in three different land types as, cropland: 0.0536
(mm/day); grassland: 0.0544 (mm/day) and barren surface: 0.0491(mm/day) having snow
grain size .5mm, 1mm and 2mm respectively.
This study provided valuable insights about snow surface energy balance
regulation and its effect on seasonal snow metamorphism in cropland, grassland and
barren surfaces respectively. The importance of hyperspectral imaging spectroradiometer
in detecting snow metamorphism was determined. Snow spectral libraries were created
according to grain size, which can serve as future references for corresponding studies on
snow metamorphism in three different land classes under study respectively.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1. Background of the Study
Snow forms in the cloud when the temperature falls below 0°C in the presence of
super cooled water and suitable aerosols (cloud condensation nuclei) (Pomeroy & Brun,
2001). The variability of snow morphology is very high when it falls and after it makes
the ground cover (Colbeck, 1987). Similar to the rainfall that directly recharges
groundwater and stream runoff accumulated snow on the ground creates a temporary
fresh water reservoir that gets released after melting triggered by rising temperature
(Lopez et al., 2020). Melting of snow can be a factor for risks to the society by causing
avalanches (Schweizer et al., 2003) and widespread flooding either directly with rapid
increase in temperature (Merz & Blöschl, 2003) and rain-on-snow events (Sui & Koehler,
2001) or indirectly through dam failure accidents (Rico et al., 2008). In contrast, snow
cover ground is vital for both ecological reason and for many human activities such as:
hydropower generation, tourism and agriculture purpose (Barnett et al., 2005). Therefore,
snow is an important component of Earth water cycle both in mountainous areas as well
as in many mid and high latitude areas. Complexity of snow coupled with the limited data
availability has led to the development of various models to improve its understanding to
support management practices among which physical based model like the energy flux
provide the best representation of this process with the toll of high data requirement
(Lopez et al., 2020). To date, few studies have been completed about snow
metamorphism in different land surfaces. Most studies using snow energy flux models on
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seasonal snow pack was done at low elevation areas either in forested areas or on glaciers
or on sea ice (Kuusisto, 1986). The present study is devoted to measure snow
metamorphism using an energy flux model and detect it with the application of
hyperspectral imaging across cropland, grassland and barren surface respectively. Snow
metamorphism is defined as an endless process of transformation of snow crystals occurs
inside snowpack from sublimation and deposition of water vapor includes physical
factors such as: pressure, temperature and temperature gradient that evolves snow particle
(Wen et al., 2014; Fabienne, 2012; DeWalle & Rango, 2008).
1.1.1. Role of Snow on Earth.
Snow is an important natural resource (Negi & Kokhanovsky, 2011) that
influences regional as well as global climate (Negi et al., 2015; Lee et al., 2017). It is a
vital element of the cryosphere and the climate system (Langlois et al., 2014). The global
radiation balance gets affected by the snow cover albedo (Fabienne, 2012). Snow albedo
is defined as the sum of the fraction of incoming radiation reflected back by the surface
of the snow to every direction in the sky (Riihela et al., 2011). Basically, snow albedo
depends on physical and chemical state of snow which constantly evolves during the
melting season (Kuusisto, 1986; Choudhury & Chang, 1981). Melting of snow and ice on
the ground serve as a significant portion of the Earth’s fresh water and are crucial for
hydrological cycle

in various regions (Greene, 2007), particularly in the Northern

Hemisphere which is normally covered with seasonal snow every year (Langlois et al.,
2014).
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Land snow acts as an interface between land surface and the atmosphere that
tends to control the conductive and radiative exchanges between those two (Male &
Granger, 1981; Brun et al., 1989; Gustafsson et al., 2001). The geophysical and
thermophysical properties of snow were considered to be sensitive to climate variability
and changes crucial for the hydrological and climatological processes on earth
respectively (Rango, 1980; Schultz & Barrett, 1989; Albert et al., 1993). Due to the
dynamic property of snow, any changes in snow is very important to understand for
providing insights about changes in the elements of the cryoshpere, earth’s energy
balance, climate change and water resource management in several regions.
In the USA, western states experience earlier snowmelt that gets discharged in the
snow occupied river system (Stewart, 2009). For instance, runoff in Colorado River
headwaters were mostly generated due to spring-summer snowmelt from high elevated
(>2800m) forested and alpine areas (MacDonald & Stednick, 2003). Rising western
population will let the demand for water usage in the United States increase (Kinar &
Pomeroy, 2015). In contrast, earlier snowmelt can acts as a key driver of hydrological
hazards like the spring floods, summer droughts and rain-on-snow (ROS) events (Chen et
al., 2015; Blöschl et al., 2017; Freudiger et al., 2014). Therefore, a correct knowledge
about the amounts of water availability from snowmelt and the timing of run-off can aid
in managing water sources in those regions (Bryant & Painter, 2010; Harshburger et al.,
2005).
Melting of snow causes disastrous floods in many parts of the world that can
results in the loss of life, property and infrastructure damage, agricultural losses and it
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could be a reason for national disruptions to transportation (Usul & Turan, 2006;
Andresen et al., 2012). For instance, in past damaging flood caused by rapid melting of
snow and rain-on-snow (ROS) (Marks et al., 1998; Sui & Koehler, 2001) on the Red
River in Manitoba and North Dakota (Pomeroy et al., 2007) had heavily impacted daily
life there and its surrounding environment (Kinar & Pomeroy, 2015). Unusual wet winter
and spring in Iowa of 2007 to 2008 had created an exceptionally wet precursor conditions
from heavy discharge that took place at more than 60 streamgage location in the eastern
Iowa (Buchmiller & Eash, 2010). In the year 2019, a newspaper reported that melting of
snow, rainfall and frozen flood gates has damaged the city in Northern Cedar Area of
Cedar Falls (Forbes, 2019).
Modeling accumulation of snow and snowmelt is not only important for
maintaining water balance for runoff, local water availability and groundwater recharge
particularly in the middle and high latitudes on a regional scale (Zeinivand & de Smedt,
2009; Akyurek & Sorman, 2002; Jain et al., 2008). It can also contribute to control
damaging flood cause by snowmelt in several regions. Thus, snow serves an important
component for hydrological applications as well as it is also sensitive to climatic change
(Singh et al., 2005).
1.1.2. Snow and its Properties
To understand the properties of snow it is of prime importance to know about the
science behind the formation of snowflakes in the clouds (Fabienne, 2012). Initially the
process starts when particles of ice in the clouds get nucleated with aerosols (salts, dust
and fine particles) which later increases from vapor deposition, aggregation (collision of
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ice particles) and riming (collision with super cooled water droplets) (Pruppacher &
Klett, 1996) and then falls down from the sky as snow crystals or snowflakes. The shape
and size of the snowflakes varies greatly due to the factors such as: temperature, degree
of super saturation of water vapor and humidity which ultimately bounds to cluster and
transform into snowpack (Fabienne, 2012; Pirazzini et al., 2015). After the snow gets
deposited, the land cover changes the properties of snow that undergoes complicated
interactions with the landscape and different atmospheric conditions (Langlois et al.,
2014; Muñoz et al., 2013). So understanding snow microstructure can help in physical
modeling of snow and developing remote sensing algorithms to detect snow
metamorphism (Leppanen et al., 2015). The microstructure of snow can be studied either
through static observations of snow grains or in detail under microcomputed tomography
(μCT) (Fabienne, 2012).
Studies on microstructure of snow reveal that typically snow particles are porous
granular medium composed of ice crystals and pore space in it, and at a specific
temperature below 0 degree Celsius the snow particles gets filled up with air and water
vapor to form dry snow, however, when the temperature rises above 0 degree Celsius the
pores in the snow contains additional liquid water to convert into wet snow (Endrizzi,
2007). Aging causes decomposition in snowflakes which results in considerable amount
of variation in snow reflectance by decreasing its albedo strength and timing of snowmelt
(Flanner & Zender, 2006). The snowpack albedo depends on the single scattering
property of the individual snow crystals of various shapes and sizes that frequently
bounds in clusters (Pirazzini et al., 2015).
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Besides snow albedo gets affected by the synoptic scale warming which coarsens
the snow grain size, there are additional anthropogenic source that decreases the snow
albedo significantly are the light absorbing impurities such as, the dust particles and
shoots (Hansen & Nazarenko, 2004; Painter et al., 2005), that finally alters the snowpack
energy balance over the snow surface (Nolin & Stroeve, 1997). To compute the energy
flux in snowpack four principal components of weather were considered such as incident
solar radiation; incident long-wave radiation; air temperature; relative humidity and wind
speed respectively (Cline et al., 1998). Among those components in maximum cases
shortwave and long-wave radiation components were most likely to dominate the energy
balance which varies considerably from one area to another (Boudhar et al., 2016). The
majority of energy balance studies in various locations specified that net radiation
commonly contribute to about 50 to 90 percent of the energy required for snowmelt
(Male & Granger, 1981; Willis et al., 2002; Mazurkiewicz et al., 2008). Therefore, an
effective way to determine snow metamorphism is by computing the net surface energy
flux in snowpack (Hong et al., 1992) for estimating the amounts of snowmelt at
individual station respectively.
1.1.3 Remote Sensing of Snow
Remote sensing is defined as an art and science of obtaining information about an
object from a distance without actual contact of the object. Most researches on snow were
carried out through remote sensing (Saha et al., 2019) because physical measurement of
snow characteristics are highly expensive and climate change impose change in snow
characteristics at a regular interval (Lundberg et al., 2008). Therefore, remote sensing
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tends to be a very effective way to quantify snow metamorphism. Remote sensing
potentially offers the ability to quantitatively examine the physical properties of snow
(Nolin, 2010) and thereby, can able to predict the time of snowmelt. Optical remote
sensing of snow from satellites imageries were limited in the capability to determine
properties such as: snow depth, snow cover, snow quality and snow water equivalent
(SWE) because physical properties were not directly measured (Dozier, 2011; Saha et al.,
2019). Snow water equivalent is the amount of water content within the snowpack.
Collection of field spectrums from high resolution spectroradiometers were used to
provide the data required for radiometric and atmospheric correction and validation of
airborne and satellite imagery for remote sensing of snow properties (Curtiss & Goetz,
1994; Clark et al., 2002; Milton et al., 2009), which can also be used as a ground based
mechanism to calibrate a variety of sensors (Kuester et al., 2001). Due to an increasing
demand on quantitative data for various application and since snowpack properties varies
widely both in time and space, both satellite retrieved and ground-based measurements
have not meet the demand yet (Lundberg et al., 2008). Therefore, this study intends to
derive information about snow metamorphic characteristics in cropland, grassland and
barren surface from ground based investigation using an energy flux model and
hyperspectral imaging spectroradiometer data for future contribution in snow research on
a regional scale.
Hyperspectral remote sensing is a technique of measuring reflected radiance into
narrow contiguous spectral bands over the full visible and solar reflective infrared
spectrum (Goetz et al., 1985). Hyperspectral remote sensing data classifications are based
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on the spatial structures derived with morphological and quality profiles (Marpu et al.,
2012). Invention of highly sophisticated spectroradiometers like the ASD FieldSpec®
allows to analyses the amount of energy transferred from an object’s numerous natural
processes which can be observed from the principle domain of solar radiance roughly
between 350nm and 2500nm spectral wavelength (Danner et al., 2015). Therefore, in
many applications ASD FieldSpec® was found to be very useful for detection,
identification and quantification of materials on the Earth’s surface due to its ability to
collect reflected light from an object using its very high number of contiguous spectral
bands (Salisbury, 1998; Curtiss & Goetz, 1994). Creating precise libraries of spectra of
specific materials from spectroradiometer data can greatly improves the accuracy of
resulting interpretations and classifications of an object from remote sensing perspective
(Garfagnoli et al., 2013). Earlier estimating the properties of hydrologic and Climate
models from imaging spectrometer data were principally used to understand the
relationship between snow’s physical properties and the resulting electromagnetic signal
(Dozier et al., 2009). This study aimes to relate the characteristics of snow metamorphism
with the spectral reflectance data of snow to detect snow metamorphism in three different
land classes: cropland, grassland and barren surface under natural environmental
condition to check the sensitivity of the hyperspectral imaging respectively. For doing
this, an energy flux model was used to estimate amounts of snowmelt at different stations
in three different land types on different days. Then the estimated amounts of snowmelt
according to snow grains size were matched with the snow reflectance data taken on
different field days using spectroradiometer to detect snow metamorphism. Finally,
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spectral libraries were created with respect to snow metamorphism characteristics.
Because spectra collected from the surface are important for fundamental research in
remote sensing and the corresponding spectral libraries has been a conventional way to
represent it both domestically and internationally (Clark et al., 1993; Zhang et al., 2017).
Therefore, this research will add new knowledge to the field of hyperspectral remote
sensing science in respect to snow metamorphism across three different kinds of land
types such as, cropland; grassland and barren surfaces respectively.
Also, information about additional observable characteristics of snow
metamorphism like melt-freeze metamorphism or ice-crust structure found in cropland,
grassland and barren surfaces were recorded for the purpose of future study. Melt-freeze
metamorphism is defined as a process that modifies the icy crystals in deposited snow
formed due to the wetting of grains by melt water followed by freezing combined with
accelerated equitemperature metamorphism that consequently increases the density and
strength of snowpack (Singh et al., 2005). And ice-crusts potentially develop from
freezing of wet snow layer after releasing its latent energy (Colbeck & Jamieson, 2001),
generally occur when the percolated water from rain-on-snow (ROS) gets accumulated
and a significant amount of that water at the bottom of the snowpack re-freezes
(Riseborough et al., 2008; Weismüller et al., 2011).
1.2. Research Goal
The goal of this study was to develop a scientific approach with an integrated
methodology that includes an energy flux model and hyperspectral imaging spectral
reflectance of snow to detect characteristics of snow metamorphism like snow grain size
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and amounts of snowmelt across grassland, cropland and barren surface in Northeastern
Iowa. Finally, to develop spectral libraries according to snow grain size with the
reflectance spectra from snowpack collected in the field with high resolution ASD
FieldSpec 3 spectroradiometer.
1.2.1. Research Questions
i.

Can snow metamorphism be estimated from ground based investigation using
physical properties of snow across cropland, grassland and barren surface?

ii.

Do the characteristics of snow metamorphism vary between cropland, grassland
and barren surface?

iii.

Can ground based hyperspectral imaging detect differences in

snow

metamorphism characteristics between cropland, grassland and barren surface?
1.2.2. Research Objectives
a. Collecting the physical properties and spectral reflectance of snow from field.
b. Quantifying snow metamorphism in winter based on field measurements of snow
properties to calculate the net surface energy change (NEC) in snowpack for
estimating the amount of snowmelt at different phases of snow metamorphism
under natural environmental condition in cropland, grassland and barren surfaces.
c. Comparing the snow metamorphism characteristics between the three different
land classes.
d. Relating the snow metamorphism characteristics to hyperspectral imaging spectra
of the snow reflectance and detecting the difference in the spectral reflectance of
snow collected from ground based hyperspectral imaging spectroradiometer.
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1.3. Hypothesis
Snowpack evolution is a continuous process, whether there will be difference in
the characteristics of snow metamorphism between three different land types such as
cropland, grassland and barren surface with time is unknown to us. Therefore, my aim is
to determine snow metamorphism and to find the differences between snow
metamorphism characteristics between three different land classes that can contribute
valuable insights in snow research. To see if there is difference in snow metamorphism in
between three different land classes I proposed my hypothesis to be: the estimated
amount of snowmelt will be statistically significant across the three different land cover
types. Here both one-way ANOVA and t-test analysis methods were used to test the
hypothesis respectively.
1.4. Significance of the Study
A good model for detecting snow evolution could help us to improve our
understanding of snow metamorphism in different land cover types. It could be useful for
future research works to understand the complex reaction taking place inside snowpack.
Moreover, the assessment of the utility of hyperspectral imaging in doing this can greatly
improve our ability to gather and analyze data on snow metamorphism in three different
land classes under study. This study will also provide insights about winter snow
metamorphism in three different land classes such as, grassland, cropland and barren
surface which could be beneficial for snowmelt water management purpose. The insights
will be useful particularly for understanding snow surface energy balance regulation and
its effects on snow metamorphism on different land types. Indirectly, the findings from
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this study can also be beneficial for developing snowmelt flood prediction models and
motivate investigation of such factors influencing the evolution of snowpack across
different land surfaces. The final outcome from this study, spectral libraries of snow
metamorphism across three different land classes with respect to snow metamorphism
characteristics will be promising to serve as future references for corresponding studies
on seasonal snow metamorphism in cropland, grassland and barren surface respectively.
1.5. Structure of the Chapters
This investigation aimed to understand winter snow metamorphism from physical
based model and detecting it through hyperspectral imaging respectively. In Chapter 1, I
have described snow and its importance on Earth, effects of snowmelt, two different
approaches to quantifying snow metamorphism such as, remote sensing approach to
detect snow metamorphism and energy flux model to determine snow metamorphism,
problems associated with current researches, proposed research questions, hypothesis and
significance of this study. Chapter 2 discusses the literature related to snow
metamorphism, two approaches to study metamorphism and gaps in those studies and
lastly land types distribution in the USA. Chapter 3 and 4 is about the proposed methods
used in this study, analysis of data and interpretation of the results. Chapter 5 contains
discussions, conclusions, limitations and future direction of this research.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
On Earth snow cover plays an important role both globally and regionally by
keeping the Earth’s radiation budget in balance (Klein et al., 2000; Jain et al., 2008; Zhao
& Fernandes, 2009). Snow is also a key element of Earth's hydrological cycle and it
balances the surface energy (USACE, 1956; Mote et al., 2018; Frei et al., 2012). As for
instance, snow from the Arctic (Marsh, 1990) and Canadian Prairies together can
contribute up to more than 80% of water to its streams (Barnaby, 1980; Gray & Landine,
1988; McKay & Blackwell, 1961). During the mid-winter time about 40–50% of the
Northern Hemisphere approximately is covered with snow (Hall et al., 1995; Pepe et al.,
2005; Lemke et al., 2007). It is important for availability of local water supply, river runoff and groundwater recharge at middle and high latitudes (Akyürek & Sorman, 2002;
Jain et al., 2008). Beside this, wintertime snowpack acts as an insulator for the local
environment and provides an insulating cover for vegetation and hibernating animals
(Seibert et al., 2015). Simultaneously, snowmelt significantly acts as surface water input
for various hydrology processes (Tarboton et al., 1995). Seibert et al. (2015) after
studying snow and ice on hydrosphere found in many places the dry season snowmelt
water contributes to irrigation, industries and households, whereas, the cold seasonal
snow acts as a temporary storage component for river runoff and water supply regimes.
Callaghan and Johansson (2014) found that snowmelt is a potential source of soil water
for growing vegetation during springtime. Therefore, correctly predicting snow melting is
important for economic, social and ecological reasons and particularly when melt water is
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crucial for sustaining summer base flows that ensures the availability of irrigation water
for summer crops and trees (Boudhar et al., 2016). Prediction requires real-time
information about snowmelt that causes run-off for water resource management,
irrigation, flood prediction and hydropower production respectively (Vikhamar &
Solberg, 2003).
Due to the change in northeastern United States winters in several decades,
shallower snowpack, fewer days of snow cover and increase precipitation in the form of
rain during winter were observed (Adolph et al., 2017). Rise in winter precipitation,
temperature (McCarthy et al., 2001; Karl & Trenberth, 2003; Benestad, 2005) and rainon-snow (ROS) events has been found to have greatly increased (Rennert et al., 2009;
Liston & Hiemstra, 2011) including in the Arctic from last few decades (Serreze et al.,
2009; Derksen & Brown, 2012). Haeberli and Whiteman (2015) observed snow can
interact with almost everything on Earth and it was greatly variable in space and time
since it depends on short-term weather condition like precipitation and temperature which
made it easily eroded, transported and re-deposited by wind energy. Basically, alteration
in snowpack has consequences on its surrounding environment and upon people that led
to the development of several scientific ways to continuously monitor snow cover on
Earth and measure how much of the planet is covered by snow (National Snow and Ice
Data, 2020).
2.1. Seasonal Snow Cover
Seasonal snow is define as the snow that accumulates during particular season, it
covers nearly 47 million km2 or 30% of the total Earth's total land surface among which
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the Northern Hemisphere contains the maximum snow cover mainly found along the
parts of North America and Eurasia (Brodzik & Armstrong, 2017; Robinson et al., 1993).
Together North America and Eurasia gets covered with more than 50% of seasonal snow
(Beria et al., 2018) every year. In the western United States snowmelt supplies large
quantities of water to its rivers (Daly et al., 2000; Marks et al., 2001; Rice et al., 2007),
particularly in the states of Oregon (Harr, 1981), Washington (Koch & Fisher, 2000;
Pelto, 2004), Colorado (Fassnacht et al., 2001), and California (Davis et al., 1999). Snow
cover also acts as heat storage that supplies a good quantity of heat energy during the
process of its phase change or sublimation (Rasmus, 2005). Being heterogeneous in time
and space, seasonal snow cover and its melt regimes need to be described and modeled to
understand phenomenon like runoff, ground temperatures or slope movement
respectively (Schmid et al., 2012).Seasonal snow in the Northern Hemisphere is closely
linked to the global radiation balance (Haeberli & Whiteman, 2015). Snow cover, snow
albedo and snow water equivalent (SWE) directly impact the environment, water
availability and economics of a place (Seidel et al., 2016). SWE is the quantity of liquid
water obtained upon complete melting of the snowpack per unit ground surface area
(Seibert et al., 2015).
Saha et al. (2019) studied the composition of snow and found pure snow was
composed of small crystalline ice particles formed from snowflakes dropped from cloud.
Singh et al. (2005) added to it by saying snow was made up of ice composed of small,
white or translucent, delicate, often branched or star-shaped hexagonal (tabular or
prismatic) crystal of frozen water produced directly from sublimation of atmospheric
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water vapor around solid nuclei at a temperature below the freezing point. So to measure
grain size in seasonal snow in field condition Nolin and Dozier (2000) used gridded card
and magnifying lens for remotely sensing grain size of snow with hyperspectral method.
Rasmus (2005) observed snowpack was formed of an ice skeleton embedded with liquid
water and moist air in its pores which slightly alters in case of seasonal snow cover where
a large portion of its volumetric contents always air. The layers formed in the snowpack
are caused due to deposition events and metamorphic processes (Pielmeier & Schneebeli,
2003). Later in a study by Wen et al. (2014) on snowpack layers suggested under natural
environmental condition snow metamorphism undergoes five stages of evolution: i)
unstable kinetic metamorphism at the surface; ii) unstable kinetic metamorphism under
pressure; iii) stable kinetic metamorphism; iv) equilibrium metamorphism; and v) wet
snow metamorphism. Dingman (2015) indicated, an alteration in the snowpack take place
with snowmelt over time that consists of three identical phases: (a) the warming phase,
(b) the ripening phase, and (c) the output phase. During melting air from the snow cover
gets displaced by increasing its density and the average liquid water content in the snow
layers (Sensoy et al., 2006). High average temperature and more absorption of solar
radiation potentially increase the thermal state of snowpack responsible for its rapid
densification (Datt et al., 2008).
2.2. Snow Energy Flux Model
Coakley (2003) found the reflectance and albedo of snow surface radiation not
reflected back gets absorbed by the snow that increases its surface temperature,
evaporates water melts and sublimates snow and ice, and energizes the turbulent heat
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exchange between the surface and the lowest layer of the atmosphere. Dutta et al. (2015)
reported the main driving force of the earth’s atmospheric system was the energy balance
structure. They concluded the exchange of energy and matter was one of the most
challenging fields of research in global climate change. Lu et al. (2016) then compared
the snow surface energy exchange from different years at the same locations suggested it
was useful for understanding the influence of climate change on snowmelt. Adolph et al.
(2017) found snow cover acts as a major control over the surface energy budget in
temperate regions due to its high reflectivity compared to underlying surfaces. The
exchange of energy between the land surface and atmosphere gets modified from snow
which significantly affects the distribution of heating in the atmosphere by altering the
surface albedo and regulating turbulent heat and momentum fluxes at the surface (Sensoy
et al., 2006).
Therefore, a correct model of snow metamorphism is crucial for modeling climate
as well as for hydrologic applications (Chen et al., 2014). Snow energy flux model has
been

greatly

used

in

spatial

context

for

hydrological,

hydrochemical

and

geomorphological applications (Kirnbauer et al., 1994). For instance, Negi et al. (2004)
used snow surface energy balance model to estimate snow melt in seasonal snowpack.
Cline (1997) studied snow surface energy exchange and snowmelt at a continental midlatitude Alpine site during spring season and found net radiative flux and net turbulent
flux provides 75% and 25% of the total energy required for snowmelt. Datt et al. (2008)
in a study to describe time series analysis of snow-melt, radiation data and energy
balance for a seasonal snow cover at Dhundi field station of SASE, which lies in Pir
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Panjal range of the N–W Himalaya, found net radiation energy was the main component
of snow surface energy budget responsible for snow melt. Zhao et al. (2013) argued that
for calculating snow surface energy flux three fundamental factors were needed: snow
albedo, snow grain size, and snow temperature. Snow reduces its surface free energy at a
constant rate by evolving into denser and larger grain size which could be understood in
the light of phase-equilibrium thermodynamics and crystal growth phenomenon
(Colbeck, 1987).
The two most important processes that affect snow surface energy change are
radiative and turbulent heat transfer (Cline, 1997). And ground and advected energy from
the rainwater are less frequent or negligible (Obled & Harder, 1979; Male & Granger,
1981). However, snowpack and environment are constantly interacting with each other
results in energy exchange between atmosphere and the below ground (Datt et al., 2008).
But interestingly the temperature distribution within the snowpack is fixed by the process
of energy exchange responsible for timely metamorphic changes in snowpack (Colbeck,
1983).
2.3. Remote Sensing of Snow with Hyperspectral Imaging System (HIS)
Dimopoulos (2017) described remote sensing as a technique for collecting data
and information acquisition about an object, area or a phenomenon without an actual
contact. Hyper-spectral imaging systems use hyper-spectral sensor and proper software to
analyze data and represent a major breakthrough in remote sensing. Lundberg et al.
(2008) identified remote sensing techniques including satellites, airplanes and unmanned
flying vehicles operations that had the advantage over ground-based techniques by
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covering much larger areas but possess lower accuracy and were still dependent on
ground-based techniques for validation. Clark (1999) argued that all substances consist of
their own characteristic spectrum which could be detected through sensors. Richards
(1999) found hyperspetral imaging sensor at a particular spatial resolution were capable
of offering high spectral resolution to minimize missed detection and maximize accuracy
of detecting snow particles. O’Brien and Munis (1975) observed snow possesses a
distinctive spectral signature (very high reflectance in the visible region) compared to
other land features. So it is a very common practice in spectral analysis to relate the
morphological features of the spectra with different materials absorption response (Clark
& Roush, 1984; Green & Craig, 1985).
Spectral analysis has both advantages and disadvantages for snow detection. For
instance, Nolin (2010) found that with advancements in remote sensing technique it
began to offer local, regional and global observations of seasonal snow thus providing
key information on snowpack processes. In contrast, the drawback of snow spectra is the
strong influence of the position of the features on the background can cause difficulties in
identifying and quantifying the material of interest if the spectra are not properly preprocessed (Jaoumot et al., 2005; Ye et al., 2008). Coakley (2003) found snow surface
albedo was a key ingredient in remote sensing of snow top. It depends upon the
wavelength, zenith angle, snow grain size, impurity content and cloud cover, and it was
very important for measuring snow melting and snow energy balance at the surface
(Warren, 1982).
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Villa et al. (2011) indicated advantage of hyperspectral remote sensing was that it
provides detailed spectral information which facilitates detection, classification of
surfaces and chemical elements from the observed image, whereas, its drawback was its
low spatial resolution varies only up to few tens of meters. Dozier and Painter (2004)
modeled the properties of snow in the Alps found both multispectral and hyperspectral
remote sensing techniques could be useful for retrieving properties like grain size,
contaminants, temperature, liquid water content, and depth or water equivalent of
snowpack. Since from the past two decades substantial attention has been given to
examine the relationships between snow grain size, snowpack energy balance and snow
albedo (Nolin & Dozier, 2000), therefore, in this research I have attempted to create a
relationship between snow metamorphism characteristics with snow reflectance in
cropland, grassland and barren surface and detect it using hyperspectral imaging
respectively.
O’Brien and Munis (1975) and Bolsenga and Kistler (1982) found reflectance of
fresh snow generally varies more in the red end of the visible spectrum which declines in
the shortwave infrared region (SWIR) at 1700 nm where there were minor peaks at
approximately 1090–1100 nm. Wiscombe and Warren (1980) also observed the same
kind of minor peak in the reflectance spectra of snow at different wavelengths between
1830nm to 2240 nm with a strong depression of reflectance from 1950 and 2050 nm
wavelength which was later explained by Warren (1982) in a study on contaminated
snow. Singh et al. (2005) observed strong reflectance of snow in visible region of the
wavelength that decrease gradually and becomes insignificant in SWIR region. Minor
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peaks were found near 1100nm, 1300nm, 1800nm and 2200nm wavelength with a strong
depression near 1950nm and 2050nm wavelength. The NIR showed reduction in peak
which was centered at 1050nm and 1350. They also found with the increase in grain size
of the snow the spectral reflectance of snow deceases considerably the lowest was at 7
and < 8 with 1-2 mm grain size followed by < 1mm grain size at 8 and < 0.5mm grain
size at < 9.
Research conducted to identify the spectral properties of snow by Negi et al.
(2015) and Saha et al. (2019) found that wavelengths 550nm, 1240nm and 1660 nm were
useful for identifying different snow features. Dozier et al. (2009) argued snow
reflectance in the visible spectrum gets degraded by contaminants such as dust, algae and
soot. Singh et al. (2010) analyzed their snow reflectance data collected from
spectroradiometer at Beas basin in Pir Panjal range at 2000-4000m height found band
absorption depth at 1025nm increases with the increase in snow grain size. In their
research they considered the snow grain size as fine (<0.5mm); medium (1mm) and
coarse grain (1-2mm). To understand the effect of contamination and mixed objects on
snow reflectance Negi et al. (2006) conducted a field experiments in the upper Indian
Himalaya during the winter seasons of the years 2004–2005 and 2005–2006 observed
that as the amount of contamination increases the peak of snow reflectance in the visible
region gets shifted toward the higher wavelength range i.e., towards SWIR region.
Since very little is known about snow metamorphism on different land types such
as, cropland, grassland and barren surface, for understanding snow metamorphism
characteristics across those land types both in-situ measurement of snow physical
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properties and hyperspectral imaging was used to detect snow metamorphism that could
be very useful and also very promising method for future research on snow.
2.4. US Land Cover Characteristics
A total of 2.3 billion acres of the U.S. land according to 2012 data 392 million
acres were occupied by cropland, 655 million acres land were under pasture and range,
130 million acres was grazeland and 8 million acres were farmsteads and farm roads
(Bigelow, 2017). Chamberlain and Tighe (2009) and Homer et al. (2007) demonstrated
that, data about land cover types were valuable and often very crucial product for
performing studies and analysis in different fields such as scientific, economic and
governmental applications for accurately access the trends of change across the Earth’s
surface, to measure ecosystem status and health, understand spatial patterns of
biodiversity and for developing land management policy. Over the conterminous United
States sixteen classes of land cover were modeled at a 30m cell size with 1 acre minimum
mapping unit. According to the 2016 database from NLCD land cover classification in
US the percent of barren land was 1.02%, crop land 15.90% and grass land herbaceous
was 13.89% which tend to be changing every year, contemporarily it seems database
supporting large area land system science monitoring are comparatively rare and change
detection monitoring is not regularly carried out (Homer et al., 2020). From the point of
view of land system science land cover and its change is a medium for the interaction of
nature and its society (Meyfroidt et al., 2018). Homer et al. (2020) argued that demand
for longer temporal duration with frequent, accurate and consistent land cover
classification along with analogous information about change continues to further drive
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the development of land system science monitoring. Any change in the land use and land
cover type alters the biophysical surface characteristics and consequently results to major
penalties that includes intensification of climate change, land degradation, and changes to
biological diversity and ecosystem services (Foley et al., 2011; Pielke, 2005; Rindfuss et
al., 2004; Zeleke & Hurni, 2001). Variation in vegetation due to increased aerodynamics
roughness over the highly exposed and flattened terrain may produce considerable
difference in snow accumulation (Rasmus, 2005). This makes it necessary to understand
how different land cover affects snow metamorphism characteristic. Hence in this
research, I have tried to study snow metamorphism with physical based model and
application of hyperspectral imaging on three different land types such as cropland,
grassland and barren surface respectively.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
In this chapter, the research methods followed in this study are described. It
provides information about the study site, data source, field data collection techniques
and the research design. A list of instruments used for data collection and their
specifications were included. An energy flux model considered to calculate snow
metamorphism and the statistical methods used to analyze the results was discussed. The
processing

of

snow

reflectance

information

from

hyperspectral

imaging

spectroradiometer was also presented. Finally the problems associated with field data
collection had been addressed here briefly. Below a flow chat is given in Figure 1 that
briefly represents the Study Design of this research:
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Figure 1. A Flow Chart of Study Design
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3.1. Description of the Study Area
The study area described below in terms of its locality and history of the place;
topography; its drainage systems; regional climate and land cover types namely cropland, grassland and barren surface respectively, as follows:

Location of study site. The geographic location of the study site is 42.518009 N, 92.471163 E, situated at a distance of approximately 100 - 200 meters north-west from
the University of Northern Iowa Dome and Wellness/ Recreation Center in Cedar Falls.
Software package ArcGIS (version 10.7.1) was used to create a map of the study area and
data visualization (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Map of the Study Area along with different Stations Location in cropland,
grassland and barren surface
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 3. Pictures of land types considered for studying Snow Metamorphism: a.
Cropland (Plot B); b. Barren surface (Plot C); c. Grassland (Plot A).

With 150 years of intensive land use the city of Cedar Falls constitutes to exist as
a fairly large urban area in the agricultural landscape of Iowa that continues to hold
significant biodiversity and a complex natural environment (RDG Planning and Applied
Ecology Services, 2012). A relatively small portion of area in Cedar Falls was selected
for this research that consists of three different types of land classes for data collection on
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snow metamorphism which was separated into three different plots. PLOT – A grassland
size 100x100 m2, PLOT – B cropland size 100x100 m2 containing corn residues in it and
PLOT – C barren surface inside the soccer playground having sand confined in a 25x25
m2 area were considered for this study respectively. All three plots are tree less open
ground receiving good amount of snowfall and sunlight which represents an ideal
condition for conducting this research. The average elevations of the plots are 268 m
above sea level and the ground is undulating terrain with slight ups and downs in some
places.
Land cover types of Black Hawk County. According to Steckly (2006), Black
Hawk County land use consisted of 72 percent of cropland; 20 percent of urban land; 5
percent used as recreational land; 2 percent was woodland and only 1 percent containing
pasture land. Black Hawk County also contains a considerable portion of sandy areas
formed due to wind or water depositions (Norman & Karen, 1987).
Topography and drainage systems. The topography of Black Hawk County
consists of long, gentle slopes with open views; less rounded ridges and wide almost
level valleys that have unclear ends and well-formed low gradient drainage systems. Here
the main drainage system is the Cedar River; the Wapsipinicon River and Black Hawk
Creek (Steckly, 2006). The surface of Black Hawk County is mainly made up of the
valleys of the Cedar and the Wapsipinicon rivers and their wide spread tributaries such as
Beaver creek, Dry Run, Black Hawk, Miller, Big and Rock Creeks in the west, and Elk,
Indian and Spring creeks in the east of Cedar, and the Crane creek of Wapsipinicon along
with the Iowan plains lie between both side of these valleys (Arey, 1906).
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Climatic conditions of Iowa. Iowa is situated in the Midwestern USA and its
climate chiefly governed by the latitude, continental location, and large scale circulation
patterns and from the presences of Great Lakes (Andresen et al., 2012). Generally, Iowa
experiences four climatic seasons: during the month of January, when it was cold and dry,
the winter temperature fluctuates in an average between 14 °F (-10 °C) in its north
western part to 20 °F (about – 6 °C) towards its southeast respectively. Compared to the
other northern and eastern states in the USA winter snowfalls in Iowa are lighter and the
snow cover remains there during the entire winter months. Though heavy snowfalls was
recorded in Iowa in the late autumn and early springs but the summers in Iowa appears to
be much warmer and humid with its July temperature varies between mid-80 °F (30 °C)
to 100 °F (38°C) very rarely when it becomes extremely hot. Beside this, precipitation in
Iowa changes according to seasonal basis with an average annual rainfall varies between
26 inches (660 mm) in the northwest to as high as greater than 38 inches (965 mm) in the
south eastern part of Iowa (Salisbury & Honey, 2019). Also it was observed in past,
atypical conditions like rapid snowmelt and rainfall in Iowa caused severe flooding
during the winter time of the year 2007-2008. Therefore, it is important to study Iowa’s
climate because its variability encompasses the effects of climate change phenomenon
that makes it useful for land surface energy flux model.
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Below figure represents daily snow conditions like snowfall rate, snow depth and

Amount of Change

precipitation rate from December till March in Cedar Falls Area, 2019 as follows:

Monthly snow condition from December 2018 to May, 2019
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Figure 4. Snow condition before, during and after the study period at Cedar Falls in 2019.

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration
National Environmental Satellite, Data, and Information Service. Station at Waterloo
Municipal Airport, IA US WBAN: 72548094910 (KALO)

The above graph in Figure 4 shows how the snow conditions changed from
December to March in the year 2019. Small amount of snowfall occurred in the month of
December however from the middle of January periodic snowfall occurred till the first
week of March after which only traces of snowfall was observed. An increase in snow
depth was observed during the end of January till March. Small amount of precipitation
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in the form of rainfall was also observed in the beginning of January that lasts for the
entire study period and beyond in different dates particularly.
3.2. Research Design
This study relied on quantitative methods, using both numerical data that were
analyzed using mathematical based models and observations of specific conditions of
snow metamorphism like how, when and why certain changes were taking place.
Primary data source and its collection techniques. Field data collection is both
time consuming and tedious in nature but it is very important for ground truthing of
remote sensing information. Ground truth enables calibration of the remote sensing data;
it helps in the interpretation and analysis of the sensed information. Therefore, the
primary source of data for this study was based on ground observations using various
tools and techniques to quantify snow metamorphism across cropland, grassland and
barren surface respectively. In-situ measurement of the physical properties of snowpack
such as: snow grain size, snow surface temperature, snow depth and snowpack volume
were recorded from each field stations on particular field days and during specific time,
i.e., from 11:30 AM to 3:30 PM respectively. An approximate distance of 16.4 feet was
maintained between each sampling stations over three different plots on particular field
day to avoid disturbance to its surrounding environment. 5 to 3 random stations were
selected per land type on each field day to collect data on snow physical properties. The
duration of data collection from each field stations was about 5 to 10 minutes. Dates for
field data collection were as follows: 01/19/2019, 01/26/2019, 02/01/2019, 02/08/2019,
02/11/2019, 02/15/2019, 02/15/2019, 02/16/2019, 02/18/2019, 02/22/2019, 02/27/19 and
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03/05/19. An interval of 1 to 6 days in between each consecutive field day was
implemented to allow the snow to change its physical conditions. A total of 114 stations
were selected for sampling in-situ data of snowpack physical properties across three
different land classes. Days having cloud cover <40 % were considered for field data
collection. Cloud cover or sky cover is defined as the fraction of the sky covered with
clouds reported in tenths (U.S.A.) (Pizarro, 1967). Beside this, unfavorable weather
conditions like strong windy conditions and precipitation were avoided since it could
transform the snow cover considerably (Pomeroy & Jones, 1996) that causes difficulty in
acquiring snow reflectance with spectroradiometer (ASD Inc., 2010). As in-situ
measurements of physical properties of snow vary in space and time, observation
practices and land cover type (Lemke et al., 2007) and in open environment wind causes
evolution of snow cover (Pomeroy & Brun, 2001). Therefore, the measurements of snow
physical properties were found to be varying with space and time in this study. Below is
the full list of instruments used for field data collection of snow physical properties in
three different land classes is given in Table 1:
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Table 1
Field Instruments used for Data Collection
Sl.

Instruments

Usage

No.
1

ASD FieldSpec 3

For obtaining spectral signature of the snow

Spectrodariometer (spectral

reflectance.

range 350-2500 nm)
2

Fluke 561 IR Thermometer

For measuring snow temperature in degree Celsius.

3

Canon Camera DS 126311

To take the photographs of the object under study.

(18mm-136mm lens)
4

5

6

HOBOware Pyranometer

To record the solar long wave and short wave

(model: 19HS)

radiance

Hanna Instrument (Soil

To take the soil surface temperature measurement in

temperature probe)

degree Celsius.

Garmin Etrex GPS unit

For recording the location of the sample spot in the
field.

7

HACH pocket pro pH meter

To measure snow pH.

8

Gridded mesh cards (.5mm, 1

To observe the snow grain size difference

mm and 2 mm)
9

Ruler or scale

To take the snow depth measurement from the
ground.

10

Portable weighing scale

To take the mass measurement of the snow in gram
(table continues)
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Sl.

Instruments

Usage

No.
11

12

Graduated measuring cylinder

Used for measuring snow volume in field in cubic

(1000ml)

millilitres.

Magnifying Glass (4.5x high

Used for observing the size of snow grains.

power spot lens)
13

Sampling tubes

Used for snow sampling.

Table 2 shows an exhaust list of physical parameters with their measuring units
recorded from the field stations during the study is given below:

Table 2
List of Parameters with their Symbols and Units of Measurement
Sl. No

Parameters with symbols

Unites

1

Snow depth (SD)

Inches (in)

2

Snow volume (SV)

Cubic Millilitre (ml3)

3

Snow density (Sρ)

Gram/ml

4

Snow grain size

Millimetre (mm)

5

Snow pH

No unit

6

Snow surface temperature (SST)

Degree Celsius (°C)

7

Solar radiation (Rs)

W m -2

8

Soil Temperature (ST)

Degree Celsius (°C)

9

Snow reflectance (Rλ)

Nanometres (nm)
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Field data for this study was collected during particular dates in the month of
January, February till March, 5 of the year 2019 when the ground was covered with snow.
The procedure for measurement of the physical properties of snow across cropland,
grassland and barren surface and their importance in this study was briefly discussed
below:
Snow Surface Temperature (SST) measurement. Temperature difference in the
snow pack relates to the differences in air temperature, thermal conductivity of snow,
terrain, vegetation, elevation and the amount of sunlight (Leppanen et al., 2015). And it
acts as a lower boundary condition of the atmosphere over snow-covered surfaces (King
et al., 2008). During different field days snow surface temperature was measured and
recorded with a Fluke 561 IR Thermometer because the infrared thermometer posses the
capacity to determine the snow surface temperature by measuring the amount of infrared
energy radiated back from the targeted surfaces. An average of three measurements of the
snow surface temperature in Degree Celsius from three different spots per station was
recorded from each land type on different field days respectively.
Snow depth measurement. Depth of snow changes considerably with snow
accumulation and it is closely related to climate variability; so it is an important physical
parameter to understand land surface energy balance (Essery, 2003; Zhong et al., 2018).
However, there is a wide range of modern gadgets available in the market to measure
snow depth but for this research snow depth at specific point in space and time
considered as the vertical distance from the ground surface to the snowpack surface
measured with a basic ruler as shown in the Figure 5 below. An average of three snow
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depth measurements in centimeters at the same spot from each field stations on individual
field day along different land types was recorded respectively.

Figure 5. Instruments used for measuring physical properties of Snowpack: Common
Ruler; Garmin Etrex GPS Unit; Weighing Scale; Fluke 561 IR Thermometer; Graduated
Measuring Cylinder (1000ml); Container; Gridded Mesh Cards, Record Book; Pencil.

Snow density measurement. Snow density is defined as the relation between
snowpack to its water content. Density of snow increases with time and varies according
to snow crystal size, shape and the degree of riming (Judson & Doesken, 2000). Reason
for the increase in snow density was due to the influence of environmental variables such
as - temperature, snow depth, wind, and heat flux (Sturm & Holmgren, 1995). And
factors like heat transfer in snowpack were influenced by snow density since snow
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thermal diffusivity depends on it (Kay, 2006). It was an important parameter for snow
surface energy model so at each station in the study area during a particular time, snow
density (ρsnow) from the vertical profile of snow was calculated using the generic formula
of density measurement:

D = M/V (g/ml).......(1)

Where, D is the density of snow; M is mass of snow in grams and V is the volume
of snow in milliliters. [Note: Conversion 1 g/ml = 1000 kg/m3]

For measuring the volume of snowpack at different stations a graduated 1000 ml
synthetic built transparent measuring cylinder was used to collect snow in field stations.
Later the collected snow in the measuring cylinder was weighted on spot with a digital
weighing balance to get the mass content of the snowpack which was eventually used to
calculate the density of snow per kg per meter cube area as shown in the Figure 6 below.
An average of three snow volume measurements per station was considered to make the
readings more accurate for this study. Variation in snow density according to different
snow types prepared by Seibert et al. (2015) as showed in below Table 3 was used for
classifying snow types accordingly in this research.
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Table 3
Snow Density Measurement according to different Snow Types

Note. Reprinted from the Snow and Ice in Hydrosphere by Seibert, J., Jenicek, M., Huss,
M., and Tracy Ewen, T. (2015), Snow and Ice-Related Hazards, Risks, and Disasters,
102.
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F

Figure 6. Photograph of the method used to measure Density of Snowpack at each field
stations.

Snow grain size measurement. Snow grain size was an informational parameter
used to analyze snowpack development or metamorphism, and every new weather event
amplifies the microstructure of seasonal snow cover (Colbeck, 1982; Greene, 2007).
Snow metamorphism meant to be the driver of different snow grain particles shape (Fierz
et al., 2009). And the rate of snow grain growth exponentially proportionate to the snow
temperature (Jordan, 1991). In this study, the snow grains size at individual station on
different field days were measured with gridded cards made-up of hard waterproof papers
consisting different grid sizes of 0.5 mm, 1.0 mm and 2.0 mm and a magnifying lens
respectively. It was the most convenient way to measure snow grains under natural
environmental condition as mentioned by Nolin and Dozier (2000) in their research. After
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the snow grain size were measured from each stations on individual field days the snow
particles later classified based on grain size according to Singh et al. (2010) category
such as: fine (<0.5 mm); medium (<1.0 mm) and coarse (1.0–2.0mm) categories
respectively.
Snow spectral reflectance collection. Another important parameter used in this
study was the spectral reflectance of snow from three different classes of land types under
natural condition. Snow reflectance depends strongly upon snow grain size and the
spectral variations in the ice absorption coefficient (Hyvärinen & Lammasniemi, 1987).
Here snow reflectance was taken from a randomly selected spot at a height of 2cm in
cropland, grassland and barren surface on different field days with an ASD FieldSpec 3
spectroradiometer instrument respectively. For the purpose of the instrument calibration a
standard white reference panel was used. The white reference panel or white reference
standard is a material with 95 – 99% reflectance across the entire spectrum (ASD Inc.,
2010). After all the data were collected the snow spectral reflectance was computed by
taking the ratio between the snow radiance to the reference radiance i.e., the white
reference panel meant to be almost-Lambertian (Pirazzini et al., 2015) in MS Excel
format. The formula used for obtaining the spectral reflectance of snow from
spectroradiometer data were as follows: R(λ) = (Er) the target spectra divided by (Ei)
spectrum of calibrated panel per unit wavelength (Clark, 1999).

R(λ) = Er(λ)/Ei(λ) [i.e., energy reflected from object at wavelength λ
incidence on calibrated panel at wavelength λ].

energy
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Principals of ASD FieldSpec 3 Spectoradiometer. A spectroradiometer is a special
kind of spectrometer built for measuring radiant energy (radiance and irradiance). The
ASD FieldSpec 3 spectoradiometer is particularly designed for remote sensing of the
field environment to obtain visible near-infrared (VNIR) and short-wave infrared (SWIR)
spectra (ASD Inc., 2010). This instrument covers a wavelength range of 350 – 2500nm
with 3 nm spectral resolutions in its VIR and NIR region, and 10-12 nm spectral
resolution at SWIR region (Singh et al., 2010). It is a non-imaging, portable, faster, realtime and more accurate device (Pishva, 2011). The reflective property of any object
collected by the spectroradiometer were at high resolution and of more precision
particularly meant for identification, quantification, and detection of objects (Hueni &
Tuohy, 2006). Table given below showed the ASD FieldSpec 3 spectroradiometer
wavelength configuration at VNIR, SWIR 1 and SWIR 2 respectively.
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Table 4
FieldSpec 3 Spectroradiometer Wavelength Configuration

Source: ASD Inc. (2010). Solar illumination factors. ASD Document Rev. J, p. 3

Figure 7. Schematic Diagram: Factors to consider under solar illumination to measure
Reflectance of an object with ASD Field Spec 3 Spectroradiometer

Source: ASD Inc. (2010). Solar illumination factors. ASD Document Rev. J, p. 68
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Meteorological data collection. Secondary data used to estimate amounts of
snowmelt at each field station were the principal meteorological data such as: wind
speed, air temperature, atmospheric pressure and temperature at dew point retrieved from

a Davis Vantage PRO2 instrument fixed on the roof top of Latham Hall at the University
of Northern Iowa during different field days from 11:30 AM to 3:30 PM respectively. A
list of meteorological parameters along with their units of measurement used in this
research was given in Table 5.

Table 5
List of Meteorological Parameters with their Units of Measurement
Sl. No.

Parameters

Units

1

Wind speed

Mph

2

Air temperature

Degree Celsius (°C) or Fahrenheit (°F)

3

Relative Humidity

RH

4

Long wave and short wave solar Wm -2
radiation

5

Precipitation

Mm

Sun is Earth's primary source of power, energy from the sun as solar irradiance
drives Earth's climate, temperature, weather, atmospheric chemistry, ocean cycles, energy
balance, etc. (Merzdorf, 2020). Incoming solar radiation - global or total insolation is the
amount of solar energy reaching the earth’s surface proved to have many important
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applications (Pizarro, 1967). And both radiative and turbulent heat flux transfers were the
vital process for snow surface energy exchange (Cline, 1997). Therefore, for estimating
the net surface energy flux in snowpack and the amount of snowmelt at each station on
different field days in three different land classes at specific time the components of
radiative and turbulent heat flux transfer were computed and used in the energy flux
model in this study.
Turbulent heat flux in snow energy flux model provides information about loss or
gain of heat in the snow pack. Both sensible and latent heat gets transferred between
surface and atmosphere by the turbulent process. The sensible heat flux involves a
convective flow of heat, whereas, the latent heat flux is an equivalent heat exchange due
to phase change i.e., evaporation, sublimation and refreezing (Pomeroy & Brun, 2001).
Because the components of sensible and latent heat fluxes in a snow model were based
on meteorological data at a given layer in the atmosphere and at the snow surface (Martin
& Lejeune, 1998). Alteration in internal energy of snowpack was due to the sensible heat
and latent heat storage, therefore, these were computed with various parameters taken
into consideration as reported by Datt et al. (2008).
The steps to create baseline information from the data collected in the field
stations and from the meteorological instrument installed at University of Northern Iowa
were as follows:
Data processing steps. In-situ data of snow physical condition such as: snow grain
size, snow surface temperature, snow depth and snowpack volume measurements
collected from each field stations in different field days at specific time across three
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different land classes were systematically compiled in the Microsoft Excel format.
Meteorological data such as: wind speed, air temperature, atmospheric pressure and
temperature at dew point retrieved from Davis Vantage PRO2 weather device on
particular field days at specific time from 11:30 am till 15:30 pm were averaged
individually per day and used in this research. Then both the in-situ data and the
meteorological data were utilized for computing the net surface energy flux in the
snowpack per station to estimate the amounts of snowmelt in cropland, grassland and
barren surface individually respectively. Beside this, snow reflectance were taken across
cropland, grassland and barren surface separately from a random sampled spot with the
help of high resolution spectroradiometer (ASD FieldSpec 3) during different field days
to use for detecting snow metamorphism from ground based hyperspectral imaging.
Detail description about estimating the amounts of snowmelt at different stations and
statistical analysis of the results had been illustrated below:
3.3. Estimation of Amounts of Snow on different Land Types and Statistical Analysis
In this step, collected data was processed using energy flux model given by Datt
et al. (2008) and Cline et al. (1998) and analyzed for hypothesis testing described below:
Calculation of net snow surface energy flux. Past studies had described the
process of snow melting (e.g., US Army Corps of Engineers, 1998; Gray & Male, 1981;
Dingman, 1994; You, 2004) primarily driven by energy exchanges at the snow–air
interface (Tarboton et al., 1995). This lead to the development of models of snowmelt
process differently with variable complexities ranging from simple methods using only
temperature measurements to complex multilayer models (Marks et al., 1999), such as
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the US Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory Model (Zanotti et al.,
2004). Perhaps snow pack energy balance determines the distribution of temperature in
the snow cover (Rasmus, 2005). In this research, I have used temperature based energy
flux model to estimate amount of snowmelt across cropland, grassland and barren surface
respectively. To understand the process of snow energy flux model a schematic diagram
was produced below in the Figure 8 to illustrate the process visually.

Figure 8. Schematic representation of energy and mass fluxes involved in snowpack
accumulation and Melt: Sn net solar radiation, La atmospheric long-wave radiation, Lt
terrestrial long-wave radiation, H sensible heat exchange, El latent heat of vaporization or
condensation, Qp heat brought with precipitation, Qm amount of heat removed by
snowmelt, G ground heat flux, U snowpack’s internal energy, P precipitation, Es
sublimation, and M snowmelt intensity

Source: Zeinivand & de Smedt (2009). Prediction of snowmelt floods with a distributed
hydrological model using a physical snow mass and energy balance approach. Natural
Hazards, p. 454
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To understand the physical condition of snow, i.e., either melting or cooling (refreezing) it was necessary to observe the net energy flux in snowpack. Cold content in
snowpack increases when the net energy flux becomes negative which reduce the snow
layer temperature, similarly cold content in snow layer decreases when the net energy
flux in snowpack becomes positive. Beyond a specified threshold melt water from snow
does not outflow (Sensoy et al., 2006). So here net energy flux over the snow surface
across cropland, grassland and barren surface was calculated individually on particular
day at specific time to know the amounts of snowmelt by using an energy flux model
given by Datt et al. (2008) and Cline et al. (1998) as follows:
ΔQ = Sin + Sout + Lin + Lout + Hse + Hla + HR, W/m2 .........(2)
Where, ΔQ = net energy flux at the surface, Sin and Sout = incoming and outgoing
shortwave fluxes, and Lin and Lout = incoming and outgoing long-wave radiation. Hse =
the sensible heat flux and Hla = latent heat flux. As the heat flux due to snowfall and
rainfall on snow HR, and ground heat flux were negligible according to Datt et al. (2008),
so these parameters were not considered in this study.
The short-wave radiation incident from the sun towards the snow surface was
taken as positive, whereas, the short-wave radiation going out from the snow surface was
considered as negative. Furthermore, since the surface of the snow also exchanges longwave energy flux with the surrounding atmosphere, therefore, the long-wave energy flux
(Lout) emitted by the surface was computed by using Stephan’s formula as follows:
Lout = εsσTa4, W/m2 ............(3)
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Where, εs = emissivity of the snow surface close to unity, σ = Stefan Boltzmann
constant and Ts = snow surface temperature in Kelvin. The remaining incoming longwave radiation (Lin) was estimated by using the parameterizations given by Prata (1996)
model that calculate the emissivity of atmosphere in terms of perceptible water. In this
study, the emissivity of snow surface considered was 0.97 as constant according to Datt et
al. (2008). The formula used for clear-sky downward long-wave radiation was as follows:
Lin = εsσTs4, W/m2........(4)

Then after calculating the Lin and Lout from the above equation the final net longwave radiation (Rnl) were estimated by subtracting Lout from Lin.
Finally, for estimating the net solar radiation (Rns) resulting from the balanced
equation between incoming and reflected radiation the following equation given by
Malvern (2014) and Raes (2009) was used as follows:
Rns = (1 - α) Rs.......(5)
Where, Rns = net solar or short-wave radiation (W/m2 per day); Rs = incoming
solar or short-wave radiation (W/m2 per day), α = snow albedo. It was important to note
that although fresh snow albedos were higher than those of aged snow (Coakley, 2003),
but since in-situ measurement of snow albedo was not recorded on particular field days
hence an intermediate value between fresh and aged snow albedo considered here was .66
as used by Cline (1997) and Briegleb et al. (1986) in their study. Before plug-in the value
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of Rs in the above equation (5) the solar radiation was estimated from the formula that
uses the sunshine hours given by Trajkovic et al. (2011) as follows:

Rs = (0.25 + 0.5 n/N) Ra........(6)

Where, n = actual duration of sunshine (hour); N = maximum possible duration of
sunshine (hour); and Ra = extraterrestrial radiation (MJ m-2 d-1) at top of atmosphere.
Moreover, for computing clear-sky solar radiation and maximum duration of sunshine
hours when n=N the formula given by Raes (2009) was used as follows:
N = (24/ℼ) ꞷs...........(7)
Where, N = daylight hours and ꞷs = sunset hours in radians (ϕ). And ꞷs was
calculated from the following equations:
ꞷs = arcos [-tan (ϕ). tan (δ)]...........(8)
Radians (ϕ) = (ℼ/180) [decimal degree]............(9)
δ = 0.409 sin (2ℼ/365) J -1.39.............(10)

Where, J = number of the day in the year between day 1 (1 January) and 365 or
366 days (31 December). The value of latitude (ϕ) was considered positive since the
study area was situated in the northern hemisphere otherwise, for the southern
hemisphere it would be negative.
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Extraterrestrtal radiation/theoretical radiation/potential insolation (Ra) is defined
as the amount of solar energy that reaches the outer atmosphere and there exists a suitable
relation between solar radiation and extraterrestrial radiation (Pizarro, 1967). So the
Extraterrestrial radiation (Ra) for each day of the year and for current latitude was
calculated from the solar constant, the solar declination and the time of the year in the
units MJ m-2. min-1 as follows:
Ra = [(24 (60))/ℼ] Gsc dr [ꞷs sin (ϕ) sin (δ) + cos (ϕ) cos (δ) sin (ꞷs)........(11)

The inverse relative distance between Earth-Sun was denoted by dr which was
calculated with the following equation:
dr = 1 + 0.033cos [(2ℼ/365) J]..........(12)
Where, Ra = extraterrestrial radiation [MJ m-1 day -1]; Gsc solar constant = 0.0820
MJ m-2 min; dr = inverse relative distance between Earth-Sun (Equation 12); ꞷs = sunset
hours angle; ϕ = latitude in radian (Equation 9); δ = solar decline (Equation 10).
Eventually, the net radiation was computed by adding the net surface shortwave
radiation (Rns) and long-wave radiation (Rnl) as given by Krishna et al. (2014) as follows:
=

Where,
radiation;

+

=( ↓−

↑) + ( ↓ −

↑) W/m2...........(13)

↓ = downward short-wave radiation;

↓ = downward long-wave radiation;

↑ = upward short-wave

↑ = upward long-wave radiation
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Due to the radiative properties of snow the area covered with snow is generally
associated with stable atmospheric boundary layer and the measurement of sensible and
latent heat fluxes in stable stratification were rare phenomenon (Martin & Lejeune,
1998). Therefore, turbulent energy components were calculated by using bulk transfer
approach given by Deardroff (1968) as follows:
Hse = ρaCaChUa(Ta − Ts)........(14)
Hla = (ρaLMv/PaMa)CeUa {Ei(Ta) − Ei(Ts)........(15)
Where, ρa = air density, Ca = specific heat of air, Ua = wind velocity above the
snow surface, L = latent heat of sublimation, Pa = atmospheric pressure, Mv = molecular
weight of water vapour, Ma = molecular weight of dry air, Ei = saturation vapour
pressure, Ta = air temperature, Ts = snow surface temperature, Ch = heat transfer
coefficient and Ce = humidity transfer coefficient. Moreover, the bulk transfer equations
were adjusted for stability of the atmosphere using the Richardson number (Ri) for
neutral, stable and unstable atmospheric conditions (Hong et al., 1992).
Components such as actual vapor pressure (ea) and atmospheric emissivity (Єa)
was estimated by using the dew point temperature (Tdew) and vapor pressure values using
the following equation given by Krishna et al. (2014):
ea = e0 (Tdew) = aexp [ bTdew / (Tdew + 237.3)]..........(16)
Єa = a [ea / (Ta + 273.15)]b...................(17)
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Where, ea estimating unit was in hPa, its value was 6.11 and b was 17.27 used as
constants. Ta = air temperature, a and b for equation (17) = calibration constants having
the value of a = 1.24 and b = 0.143; σ = Stefan-Boltzmann constant (5.67 x 10-8 W/m2K4).
Estimation of amounts of snowmelt. Finally, to estimate the amount of snowmelt
at each sampling stations the following equation mentioned by Datt et al, (2008) was
used as follows:
dm = ΔQ (ρscΔt + Lfρs)..........(18)
Where, dm = amount of snowmelt, ρs = density of snow, Lf = latent heat of fusion,
c = specific heat of snow and Δt = the temperature required to bring snow at 0°C. The
snow surface energy flux ΔQ was assumed to get absorbed in the top layer of snow of
thickness dm.
Statistical analysis methods used. TIBCO Spotfire S-Plus (version 8.2) analytical
software was used to perform parametric statistical analysis across three land classes
under study. One-way analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was considered to check the
statistical significance of the mean values of the amounts of snowmelt over the land
classes. It is an analysis of variance test very useful for hypothesis testing that compares
the mean of two or more independent groups in order to determine the statistical evidence
that the associated means of the data in use are significant. Box and whisker plot on the
estimated amounts of snowmelt results from three different land classes was drawn to
display the distribution of data based on five number summary i.e., minimum, first
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quartile (Q1), median, third quartile (Q3), and maximum. Box and whisker plot is an
explanatory data analysis technique where the graph displays the distribution, shape,
central value and the viability of the grouped data. Also, two-sample T-test analysis was
done on the computed amounts of snowmelt for each day at different stations across the
three land classes to check the statistical significance. The two-sample T-test basically
considers the sampled group data and boils it down to t-value then it compares the sample
mean(s) to the null hypothesis and incorporates both the sample size and viability in the
data respectively.
The prevalent method for spectral analysis was based on relating the
morphological features of the spectra i.e., the position and depth of an absorption band
with the amount of a certain material responsible for the absorption (Clark & Roush,
1984; Green & Craig, 1985). Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was a widely used
technique for spectral compression and reduction that decompose a spectral data set into
linear combinations of several main spectral components (Tsai et al., 2007; Rinnen et al.,
2015). It was considered to be the most recognized technique for dimension reduction
while preserving the information in hyperspectral data (Fountanas, 2004). Therefore,
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) in IBM SPSS statistical software was carried out
on ASD FieldSpec 3 spectroradiometer snow reflectance data set collected during
particular field days at specific time. PCA reduces the continuum between the data
obtained and identifies the components that are useful for detecting snow metamorphism
in snowpack, and yields information about possible indicative band(s) that correspond to
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certain snow conditions after the influence of the original bands on the data variability
was given by the factor loadingsrs (Hueni & Tuohy, 2006; Thenkabail et al., 2004).
3.4. Snow Spectral Library
Hyperspectral sensors typically measure the brightness of an object in its
hundreds of narrow contiguous wavelength bands (Fountanas, 2004). For correct
interpretation of information from remote sensing data, quickly recognizing the matching
unknown features and improve remote sensing classification (Herold et al., 2004; Dudley
et al., 2015). Finally, spectral libraries were developed from a collection of snow surface
reflectance spectra with hyperspectral imaging spectroradiometer that determines
characteristics of snow metamorphism on different days at specific time across cropland,
grassland and barren surface respectively.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS
Being a fine-grained material snow possesses high specific area which remains
active thermodynamically due to close to melting point (Colbeck, 1982). Any change in
snow properties are driven by the energy, mass and momentum exchange in the surface
and bottom boundaries of snow pack. Due to the fact that ground frost are impenetrable;
therefore, surface boundary conditions are important for the change (Rasmus, 2005). The
prevalent meteorological conditions such as air temperature, relative humidity,
precipitation, wind velocity, short-wave and long-wave radiation are the driving forces
for changes in snow properties respectively. In this chapter, the results from snow energy
flux model are presented. The characteristics of snow metamorphism had been compared
and discussed between cropland, grassland and barren surface and its detection with
hyperspectral imaging technology was shown. Results of statistical analysis of the
estimated amounts of snowmelt among cropland, grassland and barren surface was
presented and hyperspectral bands representing snow metamorphism characteristic were
determined. Spectral libraries from snow reflectance spectra on different dates along
different land types are presented according to different snow grain size respectively.
Also, importance of each component used to estimate amounts of snowmelt in different
land classes is discussed. Lastly, additional characteristics of snow metamorphism
observed during the study period are presented.
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4.1. Snow Density
The fundamental physical property of snow is its density influenced by the
meteorological condition during snowfall and snow pack process (Kay, 2006). And
forecasting snowfall could be improved by detail analysis of snow density (Roebber et
al., 2003; Stoelinga et al., 2005). Change in temperature induces alteration in snow
density. At constant temperature the snow pack becomes compact, new snow deposition
increases the pressure on former snow results in an increase in the snow density and grain
metamorphism (Leppanen et al., 2015). Grains shape in seasonal snow changes (Colbeck,
1982) very rapidly and the size of grains gets increased with the age and depth of the
snowpack (Leppanen et al., 2015). Variation in snow grain size was observed during the
study in different field days and across different land class. For understanding the
relationship between snow grain size with density and categorizing the snow types
according to snow density, individual tables were prepared with snow grain size, snow
density and snow types for the three different land class viz., cropland, grassland and
barren surface (Table 6, Table 7 and Table 8) with reference to Seibert et al. (2015) above
Table 3.
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Table 6
Classification of Snow Types for Cropland according to Snow Grain Size and Snow
Density
Cropland
Dates

Snow Grain

Snow pack

Snow Types

Size (mm)

Density (kg/m3)

01/19/19

.5

226

Settled Snow/Depth Hoar

01/26/19

.5

238

Settled Snow/Depth Hoar

02/01/19

1

397

Wind packed Snow/ Wet Snow

02/08/19

.5

317

Settled Snow/Depth Hoar

02/11/19

.5

271

Settled Snow/Depth Hoar

02/15/19

.5

309

Settled Snow/Depth Hoar

02/16/19

1

322

Settled Snow/Depth Hoar

02/18/19

.5

234

Settled Snow/Depth Hoar

02/22/19

2

308

Settled Snow/Depth Hoar

02/27/19

2

417

Wind packed Snow/ Wet Snow

03/05/19

2

401

Wind packed Snow/ Wet Snow

Snow density range from about 200 kg/m3 to 300 kg/m3 was identified as settled
or depth hoar snow type and snow range from about 350 kg/m3 to 500 kg/m3 was
identified as wind packed snow or wet snow in this study
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Table7
Classification of Snow Types for Grassland according to Snow Grain Size and Snow
Density
Grassland
Dates

Snow Grain

Snow pack

Snow Types

Size (mm)

Density (kg/m3)

01/19/19

.5

225

Settled Snow/Depth Hoar

01/26/19

.5

238

Settled Snow/Depth Hoar

02/01/19

.5

418

Wind packed Snow/ Wet Snow

02/08/19

1

319

Settled Snow/Depth Hoar

02/11/19

2

264

Settled Snow/Depth Hoar

02/15/19

1

306

Settled Snow/Depth Hoar

02/16/19

1

309

Settled Snow/Depth Hoar

02/18/19

.5

261

Settled Snow/Depth Hoar

02/22/19

2

330

Settled Snow/Depth Hoar

02/27/19

2

444

Wind packed Snow/ Wet Snow

03/05/19

2

428

Wind packed Snow/ Wet Snow

From the above two tables 6 and 7 it was found that in the case of cropland and
grassland 73 percent of the snow belonged to the category of settled snow or depth hoar
type having snow grain size .5mm to 1mm, whereas, 27 percent of the snow belonged to
wind packed or wet snow category with snow grain size of 2mm approx. respectively.
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Table 8
Classification of Snow types for Barren Surface according to Snow Grain Size and Snow
Density
Barren Surface
Dates

Snow Grain

Snow pack

Snow Types

Size (mm)

Density (kg/m3)

01/19/19

.5

227

Settled Snow/Depth Hoar

01/26/19

1

238

Settled Snow/Depth Hoar

02/01/19

1

357

Wind packed Snow/ Wet Snow

02/08/19

2

365

Wind packed Snow/ Wet Snow

02/11/19

2

241

Settled Snow/Depth Hoar

02/15/19

.5

282

Settled Snow/Depth Hoar

02/16/19

1

286

Settled Snow/Depth Hoar

02/18/19

1

316

Settled Snow/Depth Hoar

02/22/19

2

452

Wind packed Snow/ Wet Snow

02/27/19

2

427

Wind packed Snow/ Wet Snow

03/05/19

2

464

Wind packed Snow/ Wet Snow

For barren surface a small change was observed, it was found that 45 percent of
the snow belonged to settled or depth hoar type having snow grain size ranging from
.5mm to 1mm and 55 percent falls under the wind packed or wet snow category having
snow grain size of 2mm approx. respectively.
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Table 9.
Summary Statistics Chart of Snow Density across grassland, cropland and barren surface
Cropland

Grassland

Barren Surface

Min

226

225

227

1st Quartile

254.50

262.50

284.00

Mean

312.72

322.00

341.36

Median

309.00

309.00

341.00

3rd Quartile

359.50

374.00

396.00

Max

417

444

464

Variance

4695.21

5938.40

6641.25

Std Dev.

68.52

77.06

81.49

SE Mean

20.66

23.23

24.57

Sum

3440

3542

3755

The summary statistics in Table 9 shows the minimum snow density in barren
surface was 227 kg/m3, cropland was 226 kg/m3 and grassland was 225 kg/m3, and the
maximum snow density in barren surface was 464 kg/m3, grassland was 444 kg/m3 and
cropland was 474 kg/m3 respectively. The mean snow density in barren surface was
341.36 kg/m3, grassland was 322.00 kg/m3 and cropland was 312.72 kg/m3. The snow
density standard deviation for barren surface was 81.49, grassland was 77.06 and
cropland was 68.52, and their Standard Error was 20.66, 23.23 and 24.57 respectively.
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Snow Density Vs Snow Grain size
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Figure 9. Variation in average snow density with snow grain size between grassland,
cropland and barren surface

Average density of snow and snow hardness depends upon the underlying
vegetative pattern (Rasmus, 2005). After averaging the snow density according to grain
size for cropland, grassland and barren surfaces the above graph in Figure 9 shows snow
density in different land types increased with the increase in snow grain size, except in
barren surface where the average snow density decreased when the snow grain size
increased to 1mm. The result reflects at .5mm snow grain size the snow density in barren
surface was 324.29 kg/m3, the snow density in grassland was 285.41 kg/m3 and cropland
was 266.06 kg/m3 respectively. When the grain size increased to 1mm the snow density
in cropland increased to 359. 95 kg/m3, snow density in grassland increased to 311.31
kg/m3 but snow density in barren surface decreased to 299 kg/m3. Lastly when the snow
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grain size increased to 2mm the density of snow in cropland increased to 375.11 kg/m3,
grassland snow density increased to 366.4 kg/m3 and snow density in barren surface
increased to 364.40 kg/m3 respectively.

Variation in snow grain size with land types on different dates
Snow grain Size (mm)

2
Snow Grain
cropland

1.5
1

Snow Grain
Grassland

0.5
0

Snow Grain
Barren surface

Field Data Collection Dates

Figure 10. Difference in snow grain size across cropland, grassland and barren surface on
different field days

Figure 10 shows snow grain size varies along different terrain features and with
different field days. At the beginning and in the end of the field days the snow grain size
appeared to lie at 0.5mm and 2mm for grassland, cropland and barren surface
respectively. However, on other field days the snow grain size had changed implicitly for
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different land types respectively. This indicates variation in snow metamorphism and
redistribution of snow crystals by wind.
4.2. Radiation Fluxes
Components of radiation are influenced differently by the surface heterogeneity
and with the presences, type and diurnal distribution of clouds that makes the net
radiation over the surface change both spatially as well as temporally (Krishna et al.,
2014). The radiation flux enhanced the melting of snow at different sites on different
days. Below is a graph showing net radiations changes with time and space during
different field days in this study.
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Figure 11. Graph showing estimated net radiation over snow surface (Rnet), net longwave radiation (Rnl) and net shortwave radiation (Rns) per field day during specific time
in the study area.
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Figure 11 shows changes in the estimated net radiation flux over the snow
surface, net shortwave radiation flux and net long-wave radiation flux on different field
days respectively. The shortwave radiation flux from sun and the net radiation flux
showed a positive inclination with the progress in field days, whereas, the net long-wave
radiation flux appeared to be negative and steady with small fluctuations in this study.
The estimated minimum net long-wave radiation flux was found -131.8 W/m2 in the first
day of the data collection, whereas, the maximum net long-wave radiation flux was found
-107.383 W/m2 on the last field day. On the other hand the minimum shortwave radiation
flux was estimated 270.525 W/m2 on date 01/19/19 that increased to maximum 538.200
W/m2 on date 09/05/19. Also, the minimum net radiation flux was estimated 153.61
W/m2 on date 01/19/19 that increased to 416.97 W/m2 when it was 5th March the last day
of the field data collection for this research. Beside this, the above graph also reflects the
estimated net long-wave radiation flux leans almost parallel to the shortwave radiation
flux. The increase in net radiation rise the internal temperature of the snowpack to melt
the snow respectively.
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Extraterrestrial Radiation per field day
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Figure 12. Extraterrestrial Radiation on individual field days at top of atmosphere

The above graph in Figure 12 in this study showed an increase in the
extraterrestrial / solar radiation at top of atmosphere with the progress in field days. The
minimum value of extraterrestrial radiation was found 14.0 MJ m-2 min-1 on date
01/19/2019, whereas, the maximum value was 23.4 MJ m-2 min-1 on date 03/05/2019 and
the mean value of the Extraterrestrial radiation was 18.6MJ.m-2.min-1 respectively.
Extraterrestrial radiation is the intensity of the solar radiation incident horizontally
outside the earth’s atmosphere that increases with the days depending on the months of
the year.
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Table10
Summary Statistics of Snow Surface Energy flux (W/m2) for cropland, grassland and
barren surface.
Cropland (W/m2)

Grassland (W/m2)

Barren Surface (W/m2)

Min

153.69

153.66

153.85

1st Quartile

223.06

222.96

222.77

Mean

276.21

276.11

276.06

Median

272.45

272.47

272.23

3rd Quartile

326.32

326.13

326.12

Max

417.04

417.02

417.11

Variance

6437.10

6431.22

6429.64

Std Dev.

80.23

80.19

80.18

SE Mean

24.19

24.17

24.17

Sum

3038.34

3037.29

3036.67

The above Table 10 shows very minute differences in snow surface energy flux
between cropland, grassland and barren surface. The minimum values of snow surface
energy flux were 153.69, 153.66 and 153.85 W/m2 for cropland, grassland and barren
surface, whereas, the maximum snow surface energy fluxes were 417.04, 417.02 and
417.11 W/m2 over the three land types respectively. The standard deviation of snow
surface energy fluxes were 80.23, 80.19 and 80.18, and the standard mean error were
24.19, 24.17 and 24.17 for grassland, cropland and barren surface.
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4.3. Amounts of Snowmelt Due to Net Radiation Flux in Cropland, Grassland and Barren
Surface during Particular Field Days

Amount of Snowmelt (mm/day)

Estimated Amounts of Snowmelt against Net Radiation Flux
0.12
CL_snow
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0.10
0.08
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GL_snow
melt

0.04
0.02

BS_snow
melt

0.00

Net radiation (W/m2)

Figure 13. Graph represents amounts of snowmelt due to net radiation flux on different
field days across cropland (CL), grassland (GL) and barren surface (BS)

The above graph (Figure 13) represents changes in the estimated amounts of
snowmelt for cropland, grassland and barren surface with changing in net radiation flux
in the study area during different field days. The amounts of snowmelt in cropland and
grassland appeared almost similar from the beginning which differs a little at the end.
However, the estimated amounts of snowmelt in barren surface showed a different
pattern compared to the other two land types in this study. Increasing-decreasing pattern
in snowmelt in the three different land classes represents a variation in cold content in
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snow pack per field day with respect to change in net radiation flux. Overall the amounts
of snowmelt in different land class showed a rise with the increase in net radiation flux in
this study.
4.4. Amounts of Snowmelt and Turbulent Heat Flux across Grassland, Cropland and
Barren Surface

(a)Amounts of snowmelt Vs Turbulent Heat Flux in cropland
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(b)Amountsof snowmelt Vs Turbulent Heat Flux in grassland
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(c) Amounts of snowmelt Vs Turbulent Heat Flux in barren surface
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Figure 14. On different dates (a) Graph showing amounts of snowmelt against turbulent
heat flux in cropland (C); (b) Graph showing amounts of snowmelt against turbulent heat
flux in grassland and (G) (c) Graph showing amounts of snowmelt against turbulent heat
flux in barren surface (BS). Delta_M = Snowmelt
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From the above graphs (Figure 14) turbulent heat flux was found to fluctuate
randomly from positive to negative in grassland, cropland and barren surface during
different field days at specific time period. However, the amounts of snowmelt in
different land types showed positive and appeared to be almost steady compared to the
turbulent heat flux. An increasing-decreasing pattern of turbulent heat flux revel an
unstable type of conditions above the snow surface. The positive values of the turbulent
fluxes indicates gain of energy by the snowpack, whereas, the negative values indicate a
loss of energy from snowpack (Cline, 1997) across different land types in this study.

4.5. Comparison between Total Average Snow Surface Temperature and Average Air
Temperature per Field Day in the Study Area
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Figure 15. Graph showing comparison between averaged snow surface temperature in
total and air temperature during particular field days and at specific time period in the
study area Ta = Air Temperature; Ts = Snow surface Temperature.
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The above graph (Figure 15) showed an increasing-decreasing pattern for both the
snow surface temperature and air temperature on different field days at specific time
period in the study area. In this study, the average low and high snow surface temperature
was found in the range from 9.4 (F°) to 20.7 (F°) and the average low and high air
temperature was found in the range from 4 (F°) to 23 (F°) in the study area respectively.
Snow surface temperature is an important factor in the snow energy balance and landatmosphere interaction that determines energy used to warm or melt a snowpack (Raleigh
et al., 2013). The product of air temperature and wind speed used in this study was vital
for heat fluxes in snow (Hasebe & Kumekawa, 1995). The mean snow surface
temperature was 13.4 (F°) and the mean air temperature was 15.1 (F°) in the study area
revealing heat transfer from the surrounding air to the snow for melting. Beside that other
components of weather used in this study showed an average wind speed was 6.86 m/s,
the mean vapor pressure was estimated 2.28 mb, mean atmospheric pressure was 1028.62
hPa, the estimated mean atmospheric emissivity was .51 hPa and the mean calculated
saturated vapor pressure was 3.21 hPa during the field days respectively which also
influenced snow metamorphism.
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4.6. Comparison between Snow Surface Temperature in Cropland, Grassland and Barren
Surface and Average Air Temperature on Different Field Days in the Study Area
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Figure 16. Comparison between average snow surface temperature over grassland,
cropland and barren surface against average air temperature in the study area on different
field days

The above graph shows variation in the average snow surface temperature over
individual land types with the change in surrounding air temperature on different field
days in the study area. The average minimum snow surface temperature over cropland
was -18.4 C°; grassland was -15.2 C° and barren surface was -14.7 C°, whereas, the
average maximum snow surface temperature observed over cropland was -5.2 C°;
grassland was -3.4 C° and barren surface was -4.1 C° respectively. The mean snow
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surface temperature in cropland was -11.5 C°; grassland was -10.2 C° and barren surface
was -9.1 C°. The variance in the snow surface temperature over three land types were
14.3, 17.2 and 16.5. And their standard deviations were 3.7; 4.1 and 4.0. The average
minimum and maximum air temperature was -15.6 C° and - 0.4 C°, mean air temperature
was -9.3 C°, its variance was 26.0 and standard deviation was 5.1 in the study area during
the field days on particular time period respectively. Comparatively lower snow surface
temperature over three land types in different field days than air temperature reveals that
cold content in the snow pack was high that allows the snow to condense. It also indicates
under natural environment, the condition of the snow differs for grassland, cropland and
barren surface during different field days respectively.
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4.7. Cumulative Amounts of Snowmelt in cropland, grassland and barren surface during

Amount of Snowmelt (mm/day)
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Figure 17. Cumulative amounts of snowmelt in cropland (C), grassland (G) and barren
surface (BS) during the study period.

In the above Figure 17, the overall cumulative amount of snowmelt across
different land type shows increasing pattern with the progress in field days. It was found
that the mean cumulative amounts of snowmelt for grassland was 0.125 mm/day,
cropland was 0.127 mm/day and barren surface was 0.118 mm/day, and their variance
were .0012, .0015 and .0009 during the study respectively. This study shows that the
cumulative amounts of snowmelt varies very little among cropland, grassland and barren
surface respectively. Also compared to cropland and grassland cumulative amounts of
snow melt in barren surface was little low.
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4.8. Statistical Analysis
Table 11
Summary Statistics Chart of Estimated Amounts of Snowmelt (mm/day) in three
different land types
Cropland (mm/day)

Grassland (mm/day)

Barren Surface
(mm/day)

Min

0.039

0.037

0.043

1st Quartile

0.053

0.053

0.050

Mean

0.066

0.065

0.061

Median

0.066

0.066

0.059

3rd Quartile

0.078

0.077

0.072

Max

0.116

0.093

0.080

Total Samples

38

38

38

Variance

0.0003

0.0002

0.0001

Std Dev.

0.017

0.015

0.011

SE Mean

0.0028

0.0024

0.0018

The above summary statistics chart showed the minimum amounts of snowmelt
on cropland was 0.039 mm/day and the maximum was 0.116 mm/day. For the case of
grassland, the minimum amounts of snowmelt were 0.037 mm/day and maximum
amounts of snowmelt were 0.093 mm/day. In barren surface the minimum amounts of
snowmelt were 0.043 mm/day and maximum amounts of snowmelt were 0.0080 mm/day
during the study period. Mean estimated snowmelt in grassland; cropland and barren
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surface were 0.065 mm/day, 0.066 mm/day and 0.061 mm/day respectively. Total
samples considered here were 38. The standard deviation for the three different land
classes was 0.017, 0.015 and 0.011, and the Standard Error is 0.0028, 0.0024 and 0.0018
respectively.

Figure 18. Box and whisker Plot 2 for estimated amounts of snowmelt in cropland,
grassland and barren surface.

The box and whisker plot (Figure 18) showed there was no significant difference
in the estimated amounts of snowmelt between cropland and grassland. However, the
amounts of snowmelt in barren surface were differing little lower than the other two land
types. When One-way ANOVA test was performed on the estimated amounts of
snowmelt across cropland, grassland and barren surface together it showed a p- value of
.298 at 2 degree of freedom that seems to be pretty high. Thus, there was no statistically
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significant difference in the estimated amounts of snowmelt between cropland, grassland
and barren surface. However, the results from t-test on the estimated amounts of
snowmelt for grassland, cropland and barren surface were different from the ANOVA
test still no statistical significant difference was observed. At 95 percent confident
interval the t-test result showed a p-value of 0.140 for barren surface and cropland, for
grassland and barren surface the p-value was 0.190 and a p-value of .799 was found for
cropland and grassland respectively. This indicates the null hypothesis was accepted for
both the statistical test methods over the estimated amounts of snowmelt in three different
land classes in this study.
4.9 Snow Condition and Hyperspectral Characteristics
When Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was performed on all the snow
reflectance data sets collected with ASD FieldSpec 3 that showed consistent behavior on
particular field days. Irrespective of snow grain size, after binding the data sets at 10nm
intervals by simple averaging and using only those principal components with
eigenvector values >1 within the wavelength range from 350nm to 1039nm respectively.
The results from varimax rotation (orthogonal rotation) represented components 1 and 2
were potential for identifying snow metamorphism characteristics in cropland, grassland
and barren surface. Component 1 that consists of hyperspectral bands with highest
loadings: 1014.5, 1024.5 and 1034.5 nm having the reflectance > 0.1 but < 0.6, whereas,
component 2 that consists of hyperspectral bands with highest variance were: 355, 365,
374.5, 384.5 and 394.5 nm having the reflectance > 0.7 but < 0.9. Here varimax factor
rotation method was used in order to obtain simple and interpretable factors.
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4.10. Determination of Snow Metamorphism with Hyperspectral Imaging Spectra across
Cropland, Grassland and Barren Surface
In this study, only those spectra of the snow reflectance from three different land
classes viz., cropland, grassland and barren surface that showed a consistent behavior
were used for the detection of snow metamorphism. When spectra of snow reflectance
from ASD FieldSpec spectroradiometer were analyzed according to snow grain size
measurements and estimated amounts of snowmelt on particular field days for specific
time period to check the potentiality of hyperspectral imaging to detect snow
metamorphism it showed the following patterns:
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(b) Snow Surface Reflectance over cropland
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(c) Snow Surface Reflectance over barren surface
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Figure 19. On particular dates at specific time of the day: (a) Shows spectral reflectance
of snow metamorphism in grassland; (b) Shows spectral reflectance of snow
metamorphism in cropland; and (c) Shows spectral reflectance of snow metamorphism in
barren surface.
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All of the above spectra in Figure 19 showed high reflectance within the
wavelength range from 350nm to 1039nm beyond which the spectra of the snow
diminished considerably. Although pure snow particles possessed very high reflectance
but lesser than 1, therefore, only the wavelength range between 350nm to 1039nm were
found useful for detecting snow metamorphism across grassland, cropland and barren
surface in this research. In Figure 19 (a) at .5mm grain size on date 02/01/2019 and 1mm
grain size on date 02/15/2019 the spectra of snow reflectance in grassland started at 0.8
that sharply declined at some point between wavelengths 351nm to 400nm after which it
appeared to be steady having minute peaks in the wavelength between 401nm to 1039nm.
Eventually those spectra showed depression further along the remaining wavelengths, but
when the snow grain size increased to 2mm on date 02/11/2019 the reflectance spectra of
snow started just above 0.6 decreased a little bit between wavelengths 351nm to 355nm
then became steady between wavelengths 356nm till 900nm respectively. After that the
spectra suddenly distorted along the remaining wavelengths and showed a sharp rise. In
Figure 19 (b) at 0.5mm grain size on date 01/19/2019 the reflectance of snow in cropland
started just below 0.9 that gradually declined further along the wavelength between
351nm to 1355nm with minute peaks downswings further along the remaining
wavelengths. When the snow grain size increased to 1mm on date 02/01/2019 the snow
reflectance spectra started just above 0.7 which showed a depression along wavelength
351nm to 1355nm and later declined further along the remaining wavelengths. At 2mm
grain size on date 02/27/2019 the reflectance spectra of snow started at 0.7 declined
sharply between wavelengths 351nm to 355nm then inclined upward along wavelength
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700nm to 1350nm after that the spectra declined along the remaining wavelengths. In
Figure 19 (c) at 0.5mm snow grain size on date 01/26/2019 and 1mm snow grain size on
date 02/16/2019 in barren surface the reflectance spectra of the snow started in between
0.8 and 0.7 gets declined along wavelengths 351nm up to 355nm that further showed
depression gradually till wavelength 1039nm with minute peaks observed in between the
wavelengths. Eventually, after wavelength 1355nm the spectra showed considerable
depression along the remaining portion of the wavelengths. But when the snow grain size
becomes 2mm on date 03/05/2019 the reflectance spectra of snow started at 0.5 that
showed sharp depression between wavelengths 351nm to 355nm and then again inclined
upward from wavelength 360nm and later gradually declined further till wavelength
900nm. After that the snow spectra showed a sharp decline in its reflectance, eventually
from wavelength 1400nm the reflectance spectra of snow decreased considerably along
the remaining portion of the wavelengths respectively.
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4.11. Spectral Libraries of Snow Reflectance from Cropland, Grassland and Barren
Surface with Different Snow Grain Size
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(b) Spectral reflectance at 1 mm snow grain size
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(c) Spectral reflectance at 2 mm snow grain size
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Figure 20. On particular day and specific time period: (a) Spectral reflectance at .5 mm.
snow grain size; (b) Spectral reflectance at 1 mm snow grain size; and (c) Spectral
reflectance at 2 mm snow grain size, across cropland, grassland and barren surface

Snow reflectivity and snow grain size were negatively correlated which denotes
bigger grain size corresponds to lesser snow reflectivity (Zhao et al., 2013). The above
spectral libraries in Figure 20 showed when the snow grains increased in size the
reflectance over the snow gets diminished for all the three types of land classes under
study. Moreover, at different wavelengths and for specific snow grain size the snow
spectral reflectance behaved differently for grassland, cropland and barren surface. When
the spectra were compared among the three land classes the grassland revel the highest
snow reflectance followed by cropland and barren surface which possessed the lowest
snow reflectance for different grain size on particular field days during specific time due
to difference in melting rate. Moreover, different wavelengths had different absorbing
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capacity so even when the snow grain size was found similar the snow reflectance varied
for different land classes. In Figure 20 (c) the snow reflectance spectra of grassland
showed inconsistent after crossing the wavelength 900nm. This type of spectral behavior
was assumed to cause due to malfunction of the ASD FieldSpec 3 spectroradiometer that
was used to collect snow reflectance. The following table showed different spectral
behavior of snow reflectance with respect to estimated amounts of snowmelt and grain
size on particular dates across cropland, grassland and barren surface:

Table 12
Estimated Amounts of Snowmelt on different dates and Grain Size according to different
Spectral Reflectance of Snow in use
Date

Land Types

Snow grain size (mm)

Estimated amounts of snowmelt
(mm/day)

02/01/2019 Grassland

0.5

0.0375

02/15/2019 Grassland

1

0.0667

02/11/2019 Grassland

2

0.0801

01/19/2019 Cropland

0.5

0.0498

02/01/2019 Cropland

1

0.0395

02/27/2019 Cropland

2

0.0654

01/26/2019 Barren surface 0.5

0.0550

02/16/2019 Barren surface 1

0.0795

03/05/2019 Barren surface 2

0.0680
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The above table showed the estimated amounts of snowmelt differed with snow
grain size across different land types and along different dates when different snow
reflectance spectra were considered. It indicates that there was no perfect relation among
snow grain size with estimated amounts of snowmelt in cropland, grassland and barren
surface on different dates respectively.
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4.12. Additional Characteristics of Snow Metamorphism Observed: “ice-crust” or “meltfreeze”

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 21. On particular day at specific time period freezing caused (a) Ice cover ground
in cropland; (b) Ice cover over snow in grassland; and (c) Icy ground in barren surface.
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In the three different land classes under study, cropland, grassland and barren
surface, the above conditions in Figure 21 were observed on date 02/08/2019 during field
data collection time. Variation in estimated amounts of snowmelt on different classes of
land was observed. The Figure 22 below showed the amount of snowmelt on different
land classes on that particular day.

Snow melt (mm/day)

Amount of snowmelt on different land classes during icy condition
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Figure 22. During icy condition amounts of snowmelt across cropland (CL), grassland
(GL) and barren surface (BS) on date 02/08/2019
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Table 13
Additional Snow Metamorphism Characteristics Chat for cropland, grassland and barren
surface
Parameters

Cropland

Grassland

Barren Surface

Snow Density (kg/m3)

317

319

365

Amount of Snowmelt (mm/day)

0.0536

0.0544

0.0491

Turbulent Flux

0.19

- 0.03

- 0.43

Snow Grain Size (mm)

0.5

1

2

During icy conditions the estimated amounts of snowmelt on three different land
classes was found as follows- cropland: 0.0536 (mm/day); grassland: 0.0544 (mm/day)
and barren surface: 0.0491(mm/day). The snow density was 317(kg/m3) for cropland;
319(kg/m3) for grassland and 365 (kg/m3) on barren surface. The turbulent flux was
estimated 0.19 on cropland; - 0.03 on grassland and - 0.43 on barren surface, and the
snow grain sizes measured were 0.5mm on cropland; 1mm on grassland and 2mm on
barren surface on that particular day. The average snow surface temperature was -18.4
(°C) on cropland; -15.1(°C) on grassland and -9.1 (°C) over barren surface. The average
air temperature in the study area was -15.5(°C) on that specific day from 11:30am to
3:30pm respectively. This indicates that the snow surface temperature was lower than the
air temperature. Thus, the cold content in the snow pack for three different land types was
higher on that day making the snow to condense and retaining the snow temperature to
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form ice respectively. However, more information were required to categories this type of
snow metamorphism which was lacking in this study.
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
5.1 Discussion
In this study, change in snow density with respect to grain size of the snow during
different field days across grassland, cropland and barren surface revealed variation in
snow properties that supports Colbeck (1987) research on snow. Evolution of snow
during different field days observed in this study also supports the findings from
Choudhury and Chang (1981) research. Spatial heterogeneity of winter snow with space
and time observed in this study was already found by Schmid et al. (2012) in their
research. The tendency of snow pack to metamorphose constantly observed from this
study was mentioned by Colbeck (1987), Wen et al. (2014), Fabienne (2012) and
DeWalle and Rango (2008) in their studies. Moreover, even distribution and
accumulation of snow with space and time observed from this study was found by Lemke
et al. (2007) in their research. More likely, unstable weather conditions such as periodic
snowfalls, precipitation, temperature fluctuation, wind speed, relative humidity, radiant
fluxes and to some extent turbulent heat fluxes had influenced snow metamorphism
characteristics across different land types in this research which supports Haeberli and
Whiteman (2015) and Cline et al. (1998) studies. These components caused variation in
estimated amounts of snowmelt on different field days in different land types in this
study. Result from this research indicated net radiation flux played a crucial role in snow
metamorphism in three different classes of land that supports the research done by Cline
(1997) and Datt et al. (2008) on snow metamorphism. Densification of snowpack and
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increase in the snow grain size observed during different field days clearly indicated that
snow reduced its surface free energy which was found by Colbeck (1987) in his study.
The decrease in snow pack density observed in this research due to large portion of the
volumetric content in snow pack gets filled up with air supports study conducted by
Rasmus (2005) in seasonal snow cover. In the study area different snow layers were
observed that differed from each other but possesses relatively homogenous properties
inside the layers caused by different snow metamorphoses which changed the size and
shape of the snow grains was found by Rasmus (2005) in his study. Datt et al. (2008)
found that the primary reason for variation in the size of snow particles was temperature
and more absorption of solar radiation that increase the thermal state of snowpack was
evidenced from this study. Additional heat flux in the snowpack was due to the turbulent
fluxes that showed an increasing-decreasing pattern in this study reveals unstable
conditions over snow pack in three different land types. In this study, the magnitude of
turbulent flux gets largely influenced by the air mass characteristics affecting the
surrounding wind speed, atmospheric temperature and moisture content as explained by
Cline (1997) in his research was observed. Through this study, it was found that net
radiation flux dominated over the turbulent flux for exchange of energy which was
noticed by Boudhar et al. (2016) in their study. Results also indicated an increase in net
radiation flux with the progress in field days during the study period. And according to
Coakley (2003) research the net radiation flux energizes the turbulent heat exchange
between the surface and the lowest layer of the atmosphere causing the snow to melt. The
results from cumulative snowmelt from different land classes under study reveled that
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melting of snow added surface water input into its surrounding which supports the
findings of Tarboton et al. (1995).
In this research, the surrounding air temperature and the snow surface temperature
during field data collection time on particular dates remains below 0 (°C) which was
typically a freezing temperature. In this condition the snow particles gets filled-up with
air and water vapour to form dry snow as according to a study by Endrizzi (2007). This
contradicted the snow types found in this research when classified according to Seibert et
al. (2015) snow categories. The results showed for both grassland and cropland 73% of
the snow belongs to settled snow and 27% of the snow was wet snow, whereas, in barren
surface it was found 45% of the snow belongs to settled snow and 55% of the snow was
wet snow during the data collection days. Although the results showed that with the
increase in snow grain size the average snow density increased across different land
types, but in the case of barren surface the snow density was found to decrease at 1mm
grain size contradicting the statement given by Judson and Doesken (2000) that snow
density and the grain size were perfectly correlated. According to Colbeck (1987) the
variations in snow grain size cause due to snow crystal modification when
thermodynamics phase-equilibrium state were reached. Sturm and Holmgren (1995)
stated the reason behind the increase in snow density was due to the influences of
environmental variables such as temperature, snow depth, wind and heat flux which was
evidenced from this research. Every new weather event had amplified the microstructure
of snow in cropland, grassland and barren surface was found in this research that supports
the studies done by Colbeck (1982) and Greene (2007) on snow evolution. Furthermore,
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from this study it was also evident that snow properties greatly varies in space and time
with relation to short-term weather condition like precipitation and air temperature
change that made it easily eroded, transported and re-deposited by wind energy supports
Haeberli and Whiteman (2015) research. Apart from this, Pomeroy and Brun (2001) had
mentioned in their research that terrain features affects the variation in snow
accumulation by trapping wind-transported snow in the open environments had been
observed in this research. Hence, together all of these reasons had caused difference in
snow density and snow grain size in this research respectively.
In this study, both the statistical analysis- ANOVA and T-test showed that there
were no significant difference in the estimated amounts of snowmelt among the three
land types under study. This can be attributed to several factors, such as limited sample
size and inability to account for certain surface characteristics (slope, elevation). Further
research is necessary to ascertain the potential differences of snowmelt among land cover
classes.
This study also demonstrated that grain size was inversely related to the
reflectance of the snow which supports the findings by Singh et al. (2005) and Singh et
al. (2010) in their research. Hyvärinen and Lammasniemi (1987) also found that
reflectance of snow was strongly dependent on snow grain size and the spectral variations
in the ice absorption coefficient which was observed in this research. O’Brien and Munis
(1975) observed from their research that snow possesses a distinctive spectral signature
very high reflectance in the visible (VNIR) region which was noticed from this study.
Moreover, high reflectance from snow particles were also found in SWIR1 region when
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considered different snow grain size from different land types from different field days.
The reason was explained by Negi et al. (2006) in their research in the upper Indian
Himalaya during the winter seasons of the years 2004–2005 and 2005–2006. They found
with the increase in contamination the peak of snow reflectance in the visible region gets
shifted toward the higher wavelength range i.e., towards SWIR region.
In respect to the hyperspectral properties of snow, this study collected too few
samples to characterize the differences between land cover classes and snow
metamorphism stages. However, this work was able to identify key spectral ranges for
hyperspectral snow characterization that could be used in further analysis. PCA that was
applied to combine datasets collected during different dates with ASD FIeldSpec 3
spectroradiometer to attain an acceptable sample size, revealed components 1 and 2 with
the following hyperspectral bands with component loadings > 0.9: 1014.5, 1024.5,
1034.5, and 355, 356, 374.5 and 394.5 nm respectively. This means that within the
wavelength 350nm – 1039nm these bands are important for identifying snow
metamorphism characteristics in grassland, cropland and barren surface irrespective of
snow grain size.
If we place these findings in the context of the existing literature, they seem to
correspond well with the earlier observations while providing an additional data reference
point for hyperspectral imaging of snow. In particular, reflectance of freshly fallen snow
generally varies more in the red end of the visible spectrum which declines in the
shortwave infrared region (SWIR) at 1700 nm where there were minor peaks at
approximately 1090–1100 nm noticed by O’Brien and Munis (1975) and Bolsenga and
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Kistler (1982) from their research. And Wiscombe and Warren (1980) also observed the
same kind of minor peak in the reflectance spectra of snow but at different wavelengths
between 1830nm to 2240 nm having a strong depression in reflectance at 1950 and 2050
nm wavelength which was later argued by Warren (1982) in a study was due to
contamination in snow. Singh et al. (2005) in their research found strong reflectance of
snow in visible region of the wavelength that decrease gradually and become
insignificant in SWIR region. Beside this they found minor peaks near 1100nm, 1300nm,
1800nm and 2200nm wavelength with a strong depression near 1950nm and 2050nm
wavelength and the NIR showed reduction in peak which was centered at 1050nm and
1350. They also observed with the increase in grain size of the snow the spectral
reflectance of snow deceases considerably the lowest was at 7 and < 8 with 1-2 mm grain
size followed by < 1mm grain size at 8 and < 0.5mm grain size at < 9. In this study, major
and minor peaks of snow reflectance were observed between the wavelengths 350nm to
1350nm approximately across cropland, grassland and barren surface according to grain
size (.5mm, 1mm and 2mm) change respectively which contradict with the above
mentioned researches done by various authors in different places. Also, it was found from
this research that the lowest reflectance was > 1 at 2mm grain size in barren surface, > 2
at 1mm grain size in cropland and a reflectance of 2 at 1mm grain size in grassland.
Again, the highest reflectance of snow was found > 8 at .5mm in grassland, a reflectance
of 9 at .5mm grain size in cropland and a reflectance of < 8 at .5mm grain size in barren
surface on different field days respectively which indicates snow ablation and increase in
snow contamination.
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Also, when Singh et al. (2010) analyzed their snow reflectance data collected
from spectroradiometer at the Beas Basin they found band absorption depth at 1025nm
increases with the increase in snow grain size. In this research, the highest bands
absorption depth found in component 1 were 1014.5, 1024.5 and 1034.5, whereas, in
component 2 the highest bands absorption depth were found in 355, 365, 374.5, 384.5
and 394.5 nm respectively after PCA analysis was carried out in different wavelengths
considering different spectral data sets of snow reflectance taken on different field days
for varied snow grain sizes across cropland, grassland and barren surface respectively.
5.2. Conclusions
Referring back to my hypothesis, the estimated amounts of snowmelt in this study
was statistically insignificant across grassland, cropland and barren surface. There was no
significant difference in the snowmelt in three different land classes which does not
support the hypothesis of this research. With respect to the research questions proposed at
the beginning of this study, the conclusions are as follows.
Can snow metamorphism be estimated from ground based investigation using
physical properties of snow across cropland, grassland and barren surface? From the
results it can be concluded that considering the snow metamorphism characteristics i.e.,
amounts of snowmelt along different grain sizes snow metamorphism can be estimated
across grassland, cropland and barren surface with ground based investigation using
physical properties of snow. The changing weather conditions altered the snowpack and
simultaneously influenced the snow metamorphism characteristics respectively. Variation
in density in snowpack across different land types on different days in this study indicates
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melting and densification caused by increase – decrease in snow surface temperature (or
cold contents) and surrounding air temperature as found in the result. Again, the reason
for decrease in snow density in barren surface compared to grassland and cropland when
the snow grain size was 1mm was likely due to trapped air inside the snowpack that
increased the volume of the snow pack and relatively decreases the mass content in it.
Because the elevation of barren surface was higher than grassland and cropland the
prevalent wind blowing over barren surface was faster and air got trapped in the snow
pack and deposited new snow composed of high percentage of air trapped over the
accumulated snow crystals reduced the snow density.
Do the characteristics of snow metamorphism vary between cropland, grassland
and barren surface? The statistical analysis results showed that there was no statistical
difference in the estimated amounts of snowmelt between cropland, grassland and barren
surface respectively.
Can ground based hyperspectral imaging detect differences in snow
metamorphism characteristic between cropland, grassland and barren surface? In
respect to the spectral reflectance of snow according to different grain size on different
dates the results showed a considerable amount of variation between the three classes of
lands under study respectively. Reduction in snow spectral reflectance in barren surface
compared to cropland and grassland with different grain size on different field days was
because of more contamination and increase in cold contents that transform the molten
snow particles into ice by re-freezing it and reducing its albedo. Moreover, PCA analysis
of snow reflectance datasets showed hyperspectral bands 1014.5, 1024.5, 1034.5, 355,
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356, 374.5 and 394.5 nm were important to identify snow metamorphism characteristics
across cropland, grassland and barren surface irrespective of grain size, land types and
days of data collection respectively. Hence, it can be concluded that ground based
hyperspectal imaging can efficiently detect snow metamorphism in cropland, grassland
and barren surface.
Lastly, the ice-ground like formation was observed on date 02/08/2019 across
cropland, grassland and barren surface that need further investigation and adequate data
to compare from normal snow covered data. It can be assumed that more absorption of
solar radiation had increased the thermal state of snowpack causing the snow to melt and
low average snow temperature in different land type on that particular day had rapidly
densified the snow pack as mentioned by Datt et al. (2008) in their study that converted
the snow into ice.in this study. But due to deficit amount of data not much could be
inferred from this research about this type of condition i.e., whether it was “ice-crust” or
“melt-freeze” metamorphism.
5.3. Limitations of the Study
Weather conditions such as wind blowing > 10 mph, cloudiness > 40%, snowfall,
rainfall and temperature below 0 degree Fahrenheit were not considered in this study
because it creates problems in field data collection procedure. Contamination due to soil,
dust and shoots deposition were neglected in this research, although snow reflectance and
snow albedo gets heavily affected by the contaminants (Hansen & Nazarenko, 2004;
Painter et al., 2005). Mean snow albedo value .66 was used in this research to calculate
shortwave radiation in the study area as used by Cline (1997); Briegleb et al. (1986) in
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their study. Beside this, mean values for heat transfer coefficient and humidity transfer
coefficient were used in this study. Ground flux and precipitation data were not consider
in the snow surface energy flux equation due to its negligible effect on snowmelt
according to Obled and Harder (1979); Male and Granger (1981) in their study. Other
factors such as, elevation, slope, aspect were not taken into consideration in this research.
5.4. Future Directions
In future, if this work is to be continued then ground factors such as slope,
elevation and aspects will be used to understand how these factors affect the
accumulation and depth of snow at different land classes. Daily data of snowpack
physical properties will be collected regardless of any weather conditions to study snow
metamorphism on grassland, cropland and barren surface respectively. Heat transfer
coefficient and humidity transfer coefficient will be calculated individually to use it in the
energy flux model. Snow reflectance data with field spectroradiometer from different
locations at different height per day will be used to identify snow metamorphism
characteristics over cropland, grassland and barren surface respectively. The current snow
energy flux model developed in this study will be used to study snow metamorphism on
other locations to check the generality of the model. Additionally, a model comparison
with other snow energy fluxes models will to be done to validate statistical significance
of the model used in this study. Ground heat transfer and rainfall data will be included in
the snow energy flux model to identify differences in snow metamorphism (if any) across
cropland, grassland and barren surface. Additionally, snow water equivalent will be
calculated for different land types to understand the water contain within snowpack to
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include in the result. Snow surface albedo will be measured as because it is a key
ingredient in remote sensing of snow top and atmospheric properties from space
(Coakley, 2003). And it depends upon the wavelength, zenith angle, snow grain size,
impurity content and cloud cover which are very important for measuring snow melting
and snow energy balance at the surface (Warren, 1982). Also, different phase change in
snow metamorphism or different stages of snow metamorphism will be another potential
study to perform to understand snow metamorphism could be considered for future
research. Lastly, different airborne hyperspectral images over different land classes could
be used along with spectral data from spectroradiometer of snow reflectance to relate
with snow metamorphism characteristics to study snow metamorphism respectively.
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APPENDIX
NOTATION
ΔQ= Net energy at the surface (W m−2)
Sin =Incoming shortwave radiation (W m−2)
Sout =Outgoing fluxes of shortwave (W m−2)
Lin= Incoming long-wave radiation (W m−2)
Lout= Outgoing long-wave radiation (W m−2)
Hse= Sensible heat flux (W m−2)
Hla =Latent heat flux (W m−2)
Εs= Emissivity of the snow surface (0.97)
σ =Stefan Boltzmann constant (5.67 ×10−8W m−2 K−1)
Ta =Air temperature (◦C)
Ts= Snow surface temperature (◦C)
ρa Air density (1.2922 kg m−3 at standard temperature and pressure)
ρs =Density of snow (kg m−3)
Ua =Wind velocity (m/s)
L =Latent heat of sublimation (2.834 ×106 J kg−1 at 273.15K)
Lf =Latent heat of fusion (3.335 × 105 J kg−1)
Pa =Atmospheric pressure (mb)
Mv Molecular weight of water vapour (18.015 × 10−3 kg mol−1)
Ma =Molecular weight of dry air (28.96 × 10−3 kg mol−1)
Ei =Saturation vapour pressure (mb)
Ri =Richardson number (= 0 for neutral and < 0 for unstable, > 0 for stable)
Ch =Heat transfer coefficient (1.0 × 10−4 −1.08 × 10−2)
Ce =Humidity transfer coefficient (1.0×10−4− 1.08 × 10−2)
dm =Amount of snow-melt (mm of water/day)
c =Specific heat of snow (2.211 × 103 J kg−1 K−1)
Ca= Specific heat of air (1.006 × 103 J kg−1 K−1)

